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Revised Carbon Plan Allows More Time, Sets Higher Targets 

After sifting through 4.3 million comments 
and attending months of meetings with 
state regulators, utilities and RTO officials, 
the Environmental Protection Agency yes-
terday released a final Clean Power Plan 
that relaxes some controversial proposals 
while increasing its target for emission re-
ductions. 

As expected, EPA bowed to nearly universal 
opposition to a requirement that states 
meet interim goals as soon as 2020, replac-
ing that with a 2022 target while leaving 
2030 as the deadline for full compliance. As 
also expected, the rule incorporates a relia-
bility “safety valve.” 

At the same time, the Obama administration 
upped its ultimate target, saying it will re-
quire a 32% reduction in power plant CO2 
emissions from 2005 levels, up from 30% in 

FERC's approval of SPP’s request to terminate an interconnection agreement with the proposed Tres Amigas 
“superstation” won’t hurt plans to unite the three major U.S. grids, developers said. (p.13) 

NYPSC Outlines REV Ratemaking Changes,  
Shift to ‘Multi-Sided’ Market 

New York regulators last week began to 
sketch out the details of their ambitious 
Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) initia-
tive with a white paper on rate design that 
seeks to upend business models that have 
been in place for more than a century and 
establish the state as a leader in the shift to 

distributed energy resources (DER). 

The New York Public Service Commission 
staff straw proposal is intended to address 
the “discontinuity” between traditional cost
-of-service regulation and the “multi-sided” 
market envisioned in REV, with customers 
that are also producers and utilities that 

Coal Howls; Wind, Solar Crow 
Natural Gas Miffed; Mixed Bag for Nuclear  

The Environmental Protection Agency’s 
final Clean Power Plan provoked howls of 
outrage from coal interests, praise from 
environmentalists and cautious optimism 
from regulators and grid operators. 

The rule was a mixed bag for the nuclear 
industry but a win for wind and solar power 
advocates. Natural gas proponents were 
miffed by an unexpected change that means 
they may benefit less than expected from 
coal’s decline. 

On Wall Street, traders punished coal com-
panies while many utility stocks were up 
modestly. 

The following is a summary of the initial re-
actions to the final rule. 

By Suzanne Herel, William Opalka and Tom Kleckner 

Continued on page 22 

By Rich Heidorn Jr. 

“We only get one planet,” President Obama said 

in a speech Monday. “There is no plan B.” 

Continued on page 25 

By William Opalka and Rich Heidorn Jr. 

Continued on page 5 

What changed in the final 

rule? See page 22 
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MISO News 

MISO Plan to Revisit Runner-Up Tx Project Rekindles Stakeholder Angst 

CARMEL, Ind. — News that MISO is 
reconsidering a market congestion 
project in Southern Indiana sparked 
renewed complaints from develop-
ers over the RTO’s transmission 
planning processes. 

MISO officials told the Planning 
Advisory Committee on Wednes-
day that they were considering 
swapping one Southern Indiana 
project for a second one on which 
PJM has offered to assume more 
than one-third of the cost. 

Despite a potential $29 million in 
savings for MISO, transmission 
developers accused the RTO of 
disregarding its transmission plan-
ning process and not giving stake-
holders enough time for review. 

The new development came as 
some stakeholders were still sim-
mering over the way in which MISO 
approved Entergy’s $187 million 
out-of-cycle upgrade near Lake 
Charles, La. Only a few hours be-
fore MISO’s presentation to the 
committee, PAC participants were discuss-
ing ways to restructure the out-of-cycle 
review and approval process to address 
their concerns. (See Ideas to Reform MISO 
Out-of-Cycle Process Emerge.) 

But it seemed that any goodwill created by 
potential out-of-cycle reforms had evapo-
rated by the afternoon, when MISO pro-
posed replacing the Southern Indiana pro-
ject that was judged as having the highest 
benefit-cost ratio among proposed market 
congestion projects in the North-Central 
region: the 345-kV Duff-Coleman project, 
estimated to cost $67.2 million. 

MISO staff said they are considering replac-
ing Duff-Coleman with the project with the 
second-highest cost-benefit ratio, the $76 
million 345-kV Rockport-Coleman line. 

PJM recently proposed picking up the cost 
of a 765/345-kV transformer connecting 
the Rockport substation. “This would poten-
tially reduce the total MISO cost by $29 
million and make Rockport-Coleman 345-
kV … the project with the highest B/C ratio,” 

according to the presentation. 

Stakeholder Feedback Loop 

George Dawe, vice president at Duke Amer-
ican Transmission Co., was incredulous. 

“What you’re saying is that this needs to be 
done quickly. And we’ve already heard 
about the cost estimation process and how 
there’s supposed to be a stakeholder feed-
back loop and [yet] there’s a whole bunch of 
things that tend to need to happen at the 
last minute, just before the System Planning 
Committee needs to get a recommendation. 
And we scurry around to try to find answers 
to adjust a process,” he said. 

‘Rigidity of Process’ 

Jeff Webb, MISO’s director of planning, 
denied that the RTO was “flipping gears” or 
that it was suddenly committing to Rock-
port-Coleman. Webb said MISO is only ex-
ploring the idea because PJM came to the 

table with an idea that provided potential 
cost savings. 

“The only thing we don’t want to happen is 
the rigidity of the process, George, to inter-
fere with progress in doing the right thing. 
And I don’t think [the Federal Energy Regu-
latory Commission] would want that either, 
unless in doing so that we are somehow 
egregiously creating an inequity for some-
one.” 

Dawe complained that, while he had seen a 
lot of cost information about the Duff-
Coleman project, “I haven’t seen anything 
on Rockport.” 

Digaunto Chatterjee, MISO senior manager 
of economic studies, countered that the 
RTO has been evaluating both Southern 
Indiana projects since at least the beginning 
of the year, and thus it is not comparable to 
an out-of-cycle project request. “This isn’t a 
brand-new project. We’ve been studying it.” 

By Chris O’Malley 

Continued on page 3 

MISO planners are considering replacing the 345-kV Duff-Coleman transmission project (red 
dotted line) with the 345-kV Rockport-Coleman project (blue dotted line). The Rockport-
Coleman project’s benefit-cost ratio to MISO jumps from 14.4 to 23.4 when PJM assumes the 
cost of the transformer. 
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MISO Plan to Revisit Runner-Up Tx Project Rekindles Stakeholder Angst 

‘Smells Like’ Cross-Border 

Dawe and other stakeholders questioned 
whether PJM’s financial assistance made 
Rockport-Coleman an interregional project 
subject to review by the Interregional Plan-
ning Stakeholder Advisory Committee 
(IPSAC). 

“My issue is that it looks and smells like a 
cross-border project. And it’s not following 
that cross-border project process,” Dawe 
said. 

Flora Flygt, strategic planning and policy 
advisor at American Transmission Co., ech-
oed Dawes’ concern. “We’re now taking 
what is part of an [market efficiency project] 
process and now we’re turning it into [a 
multi-value project], an interregional MVP, 
basically.” 

Chatterjee disagreed, saying it is not an in-
terregional project as defined in the RTOs’ 
joint operating agreement. 

“We’ve been through the IPSAC and it has 
resulted in no projects,” Webb added. 
“We’re looking for a way to get something 
to result in projects.” 

During its annual meeting in June, MISO 
said it will reevaluate metrics used in evalu-
ating market efficiency transmission pro-
jects (MEPs) because of concerns they are 
unduly conservative and prevent viable 
solutions to congestion. (See MISO to 
Reevaluate Metrics on Market Efficiency Tx 
Projects.) 

Delays Feared 

Chatterjee said MISO will soon discuss the 
matter further with PJM and make a recom-
mendation — likely at the next PAC meet-
ing. 

Flygt said she feared the review could result 
in delays, with the next PAC not until Aug. 
19 and the MISO Transmission Expansion 
Plan (MTEP) is scheduled to go to the board 
Dec. 10. “We’re sitting here at the end of 
July,” she said. 

Webb insisted the review would not cause 

delays, and PJM’s Chuck Liebold assured 
the committee that his RTO could quickly 
analyze an interconnection request. 

“The first thing I said [to PJM] was if this 
keeps us from taking an MEP to the MISO 
board in MTEP 15, it’s a show stopper,” 
Webb said. “If there’s a delay we’re doing 
Duff-to-Coleman, OK? If we can get this 
done and we can show ourselves and stake-
holders that this is a better deal for MISO, 
we certainly want to let MISO know that.” 

11th Hour Concerns 

Flygt said that FERC Order 1000 requires 
transparency at every point in the process. 
“When you’re in a competitive market and 
you’ve got these processes to follow, I think 
it’s more important to follow the process 
than the implication that we’re getting 
here.” 

PAC Chairman Bob McKee said he was con-
cerned that, after all the studies, the pro-
posed alternative was only coming up now. 
“Why are we getting all this shuttle diploma-
cy and all of this right at the 11th hour, right 
before we’re to go to the board?” 

Webb replied that PJM became aware of 
the potential for a win-win solution, albeit 
“late in the game.” 

“I think it’s unfortunate that the awareness 
came late and I think that’s a process issue. 
That’s the point I’m raising,” McKee said. 

 

No Violation of MISO Process  

Kip Fox, director of transmission strategy 
and grid development at American Electric 
Power, said, “In my mind, this is the way the 
process is supposed to work. I don’t see a lot 
of process change. These projects have been 
talked about ever since we went through 
the [market congestion planning study] pro-
cess.” 

McKee wasn’t buying it. “I would say I re-
spectfully disagree that this is how the pro-
cess should work. The reason why I say this 
is that, look at all the confrontation that 
we’ve had,” he said. 

Webb said if a plan is presented to MISO 
stakeholders that produces more benefits 
to the RTO at a lower cost, but the stake-
holders rejected it because it didn’t follow a 
certain process that they were comfortable 
with, “I think we will want to make that clear 
so that FERC at the end of day can react to 
that too.” 

If MISO stakeholders demonstrate that the 
project doesn’t follow the process and can’t 
be done, “then that’s probably the way it will 
end up,” he added. 

Webb said that it was “a little murky” to him 
about what part of the process MISO is vio-
lating. 

“We had the [Rockport-Coleman] project 
here already. The only thing new is that the 
entity that we already had studied, that we 
were going to connect to [PJM], said, ‘Yeah, 
that’s a great idea. … That’s the only change 
so I’m not sure that’s a big process change.”  

Continued from page 2 

(Source: MISO) 
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Dynegy: Complaints about MISO Auction ‘Fatal from the Outset’ 

Dynegy told federal regulators last week 
they should reject complaints over its bid-
ding in MISO’s capacity auction last April, 
saying the challenges suffer from a “fatal” 
procedural flaw. 

In May, the Illinois Attorney General and 
Public Citizen filed complaints asking the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to 
investigate Dynegy’s behavior in the Plan-
ning Resource Auction, which resulted in a 
nine-fold price increase for Zone 4 (EL15-
70). Several other market participants, in-
cluding Southwestern Electric Cooperative, 
also have filed protests over the results. 

Dynegy, which has the commanding share of 
capacity in Zone 4, has previously denied 
there was any manipulation or underlying 
flaws in the MISO auction. (See Dynegy: No 
Evidence of Misconduct in Auction.) 

In a July 30 filing, Dynegy said efforts by 
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan to 
retroactively change the results of the auc-
tion “run squarely afoul” of previous FERC 
decisions. 

Precedent Cited 

The company cited a 2008 challenge by the 
Maryland Public Service Commission over 
PJM capacity auction results. The commis-
sion ruled that it would not invalidate re-
sults of completed capacity auctions that 

were conducted in accordance with ap-
proved market mitigation measures and 
were deemed by an independent market 
monitor to be competitive. 

“So too here: because the complainants in 
these cases have not alleged that MISO vio-
lated its Tariff, and because [MISO Market 
Monitor David Patton] has confirmed that 
the results of the [auction] were competi-
tive, the complainants’ challenges to those 
rules fail as a matter of policy,” Dynegy told 
FERC. 

Dynegy said that although the attorney gen-
eral wants the auction retroactively invali-
dated, “it never alleges, much less substanti-
ates, any violation of the MISO Tariff.” 

The company also said that Southwestern, 
which filed a complaint alleging that the 
auction results were unreasonable, also fails 
to show that MISO violated its Tariff. 

“The complainants’ failure to clear that hur-
dle was fatal from the outset. Their more 
recent continued silence on the point only 
serves to underscore that failure,” Dynegy 
told FERC. 

Changes to MISO Auction Sought 

Last month Madigan joined industrial con-
sumers and Southwestern in calling for 
changes to MISO’s capacity auction rules. 
(See Illinois Attorney General Joins Call for 
Changes to MISO Auction Rules.)  

By Chris O’Malley 

FERC Denies Reinstatement for Wind Developer Eyeing Minnesota Project 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission last week denied a 
request to reinstate a generator interconnection agreement termi-
nated by MISO last year after a wind developer failed to make mile-
stone payments. 

The commission denied Shetek Wind’s request to rehear an order it 
issued last October accepting MISO’s termination of the GIA (ER14
-2681). 

That agreement, which included transmission owner Northern 
States Power, provided up to 146.6 MW of interconnection service 
to Northern States’ Garvin, Minn., substation. 

In October, FERC found that Shetek failed to meet milestone pay-
ments under the GIA and that extending the milestones without 
assurance that the developer would meet its obligations would 
present “harm to lower-queued interconnection customers in the 
form of uncertainty, cascading restudies and shifted costs necessi-
tated if the project were to be removed from the queue at a later 
date.” 

Northern States parent Xcel Energy said that since signing the 
agreement in 2007, Shetek had made no progress toward develop-
ment. 

Shetek’s plan was to install up to 60 turbines near Tracy, Minn. In 
2006, the developer reported that it had raised $470,000 in equity 
from almost 40 landowner-investors in the project’s targeted area. 

The company was seeking an extension of time to make progress 
payments and argued that Northern States breached its obligations 
to act in good faith. 

Shetek said FERC’s decision last year was not in the public interest 
because termination would frustrate Minnesota’s interest in sup-
porting community-based projects. 

But FERC noted that both the state’s Public Utilities Commission 
and its Court of Appeals found that Xcel was not required to give 
special consideration to the project.  

MISO Planning Resource Auction clearing prices ($/MW-day) (Source: MISO) 
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NYPSC Outlines REV Ratemaking Changes, Shift to ‘Multi-Sided’ Market 

also serve as “platforms” for vendors offer-
ing services that help consumers reduce or 
time-shift their energy use. 

That means utilities will see less of their 
earnings from centralized generation and 
returns on capital investments and more on 
service revenue and incentives tied to ener-
gy reductions, reducing transaction costs 
and increasing the volumes of DER, such as 
rooftop solar, microgrids and storage. 

“The ratemaking paradigm must create al-
ternatives to the current financial and insti-
tutional incentives and provide opportuni-
ties for utilities to earn from activities that 
achieve their service obligations in a man-
ner that supports reductions in the total 
customer bill,” the paper says. 

“The intent of REV is to harness markets to 
achieve innovative and cost-effective solu-
tions, with utilities facilitating those mar-
kets both in their system planning and in day
-to-day operations. Financial incentives and 
economic signals must be in alignment with 
this goal.” 

In February, the PSC issued its “Track 1” 
order that created a framework for the shift 
from centralized generation to a customer-
centric market that encourages adoption of 
clean distributed energy resources. The 
commission said that business as usual is no 
longer a viable option for utilities in meeting 
their statutory responsibilities to New York-
ers. (See New York PSC Bars Utility Owner-
ship of Distributed Energy Resources.) 

Last week’s white paper will be the founda-
tion for an anticipated “Track 2” order on 
ratemaking changes. “Track 2 looks closely 

at how we’re going to align the utility invest-
ment earning capacity with customer value,” 
Anthony Belsito, a policy advisor for the 
PSC, told the Infocast New York REV Sum-
mit last week. (See related story, Public 
Helping Drive REV Agenda, p.6.) 

Gradualism 

The paper said that changes to rate design 
formulas must not cause large, sudden in-
creases in customer bills. And this 
“gradualism” should also apply to industries 
such as solar and energy efficiency provid-
ers, it said. “Any changes affecting these 
industries should provide ample time for 
businesses to adapt and plan for new forms of 
opportunity. 

“For the same reason, rate design changes 
should be oriented toward investments 
going forward, versus investments already 
made. To the extent possible, customer in-
vestments already made under assumptions 
of a program such as [net energy metering 
(NEM)] should not be disrupted.” 

The report says concerns about the impact 
of NEM on utility earnings are 
“inconsequential” at current penetration 
levels. 

“Input from the DER industry makes clear 
that the simplicity and predictability of NEM 
is very important in engaging customers and 
providing certainty to investors. Staff does 
not believe that there is any value in chang-

ing NEM for mass-market cus-
tomers with on-site 
[distributed generation] at this 
time.” 

Granularity vs. Simplicity 

One of the challenges ob-
served by the PSC is the con-
flict between increasing granu-
larity in cost allocation and 
maintaining simplicity in billing, 
particularly for residential cus-
tomers. That, the staff said, is 
where aggregators can play an 

important role. “Customers themselves may 
not need to see complex rates if a service 
provider or aggregator sees and manages 
complexity for them,” it said. 

LMP+D 

The paper proposes a new method for calcu-
lating the value of DER: adding a distribu-
tion component (“D”) to the wholesale LMP 
pricing (location-based marginal price of 
energy, as New York refers to it). 

“The current convention of crediting at the 
average retail rate may be either too little or 
too much based on the nature of the re-
source and its location,” the paper says. 

The value of D can include load reduction, 
frequency regulation, reactive power, line-
loss avoidance and resilience.  

The PSC plans to develop ways to calculate 
LMP+D in proceedings involving utilities 
and DER providers. Staff called for the 
state’s utilities to adopt software to deter-
mine distribution-level marginal costs. 

LMP+D can incent net-metered facilities to 
install smart inverters that can increase the 
amount of solar generation that can safely 
be interconnected to a circuit. Staff said the 
commission should consider requiring smart 
inverters on future net-metered projects. 

While the valuation of DER should vary by 
location, the paper says, customer charges 
should remain indifferent to location. 

Customers participating in a utility demand 
response program or exporting power to 
the grid should receive compensation based 
on LMP+D, staff said. 

Customers who supply only a portion of 
their electricity and do not participate in a 
utility program would receive no significant 
credits from their utilities. “In this circum-
stance, even when the ‘value of D’ as a ser-
vice to the grid can be calculated, the reduc-
tion of the customer’s bill should continue 
to be based on the average cost of service. 
That is, NEM as it is currently constructed 

Continued from page 1 

Continued on page 6 (Source: The Clean Coalition) 

Remaining deadlines for REV 
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should remain applicable.” 

Rate Design 

The paper proposes several additional 
changes: 

 Demand Charges — The paper propos-
es “for comment and further develop-
ment” the concept of replacing part of 
the kilowatt-hour and fixed customer 
charges with a peak-coincident demand 
charge. “Because long-run distribution 
marginal costs are driven by coincident 
peak on a circuit-by-circuit basis, cus-
tomers’ usage at system peak provides 
the most accurate measure of system 
costs. And, unlike fixed customer charg-
es, peak demand can be managed by 
customers via DR, energy efficiency 
and/or DG,” staff said. Fixed customer 
charges should reflect only the costs of 
distribution that do not vary with cus-
tomer demand. 

 “This change is not proposed as a mere 
reallocation of costs among custom-
ers,” the paper said. “It is proposed as 
part of a broader strategy to reduce 
long-term system infrastructure needs, 

encourage the optimal development of 
DER, discourage uneconomic bypass of 
the distribution system and maintain 
affordable rates for all customers.” 

 Time-of-Use Rates — The paper says 
utilities should develop time-of-use 
rate demonstration projects and offer 
technologies that have been shown to 
increase peak reduction savings, such 
as in-home displays, “energy orbs” and 
programmable and communicating 
thermostats. The paper cites studies 
showing TOU rates resulting in peak 
reductions as high as 47%. “Peak load 
reduction impacts are seen to increase 
as the peak to off-peak price ratio in 
TOU rates increases,” it added. 

 Smart Home Rate — The PSC said early
-adopter consumers should be able to 
opt in to new rate structures. “A gradu-
al approach to changes in mass-market 
rates should not prevent customers 
who are willing and able to begin partic-
ipating in energy markets as active con-
sumers from doing so.” 

 C&I Rate Design — While rates for 
commercial and industrial customers 
are more advanced than for mass-
market customers, the report calls for 
additional improvements, saying de-
mand rates should be more precise and 

reflect the time of energy use. “Current 
non-coincident demand rates can have 
the effect of inhibiting a customer from 
shifting load to off-peak times,” it says. 
“For example, a customer investing in 
storage to purchase off-peak power 
and utilize it at peak times might face 
an increased demand charge due to the 
shift in usage to the off-peak time.” 

 It called for utilities to examine their C/
I rates and propose improvements in 
their next rate filing. 

 Standby Service Tariffs — Standby 
rates, which apply to large customers 
that generate much of their power on-
site and use the distribution grid as a 
backup, can be another barrier to DER. 
The PSC recently expanded an exemp-
tion from standby rates for four years 
while it studies rate design changes. 
Standby rates are related to net meter-
ing and to the general rate design issue 
of fixed versus variable rates, the re-
port notes. “In each case, the responsi-
bility of a customer for the cost of the 
customer’s reliance on the distribution 
grid is at issue,” the staff said. “The cost 
of remaining connected to the grid 
should generally be lower than the cost 
of building redundancy and independ-
ence into a self-generation system.”  

Continued from page 5 

Public Helping Drive REV Agenda 

NEW YORK — While the New York Public 
Service Commission may seem to be driving 
the Reforming the Energy Vision initiative, it 
is public demand for more control over their 
energy choices that is the true driver, speak-
ers said at the Infocast New York REV Sum-
mit last week. 

The challenge, said Jigar Shah, president of 
Generate Capital, is harnessing the public 
interest and providing the regulatory struc-
ture to enable markets to provide services 
and technologies that support distributed 
energy resources (DER). 

“Customers do want access to innovative 
technology, that’s absolutely true, but 
whether it’s 50% of customers, or 10% of 
customers, it doesn’t matter. That 10% can 
create a grassroots movement that’s the 

type that bowls over 
politicians. You don’t 
need 50%,” said Shah, 
the founder of renewa-
ble generator SunEdi-
son. 

Shah said the relation-
ship of the utility with 
the public radically 
changed as a result of Hurricane Irene and 
Superstorm Sandy in 2011-12, “with people 
saying, ‘Wow, I can be out of power for two 
weeks, and what can I do to solve that prob-
lem?’” 

That also changed the role of regulators, 
said Anthony Belsito, a PSC policy advisor. 
“The former model was regulating from the 
top down, and it was easy to hang out in the 
ivory tower,” he said. “... We’ve seen public 
involvement in the two REV proceedings 
that so far has been unprecedented.” 

David O’Brien, vice 
president of BRIDGE 
Energy Group, said 
New York’s initiative is 
a start. “Are regulators 
fully prepared to tackle 
these issues or to look 
at the complexity of all 
this? My feeling is not 
necessarily,” he said. 
“But what I really like about REV is its com-
prehensiveness.” 

Paul DeCotis, a director at West Monroe 
Partners, also expressed doubts. “I have a 
real concern that there’s a lack of real hard 
evidence on how to determine the impact 
[of DER] on cost,” he said. 

“There’s a real reason there’s a tension in 
this room,” said Chris Hickman, CEO of In-
novari. “At its core, everybody here knows 
we better not screw this up.”  

By William Opalka 

David O’Brien Paul DeCotis 
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PJM News 

PJM Board OKs LS Power’s Artificial Island Project Despite Objections 

The PJM Board of Managers today ap-
proved staff’s recommendation for the sta-
bility fix at New Jersey’s Artificial Island, 
despite numerous objections from spurned 
bidders and representatives of the Delmar-
va Peninsula, which will be allocated nearly 
the full cost of the project. 

Winner LS Power's proposal involves laying 
a 230-kV line under the Delaware River as 
well as expanding interconnection facilities 
at the nuclear complex, the latter task being 
assigned to Public Service Electric & Gas 
and Pepco Holdings Inc. 

Boston Statement 

“These projects will resolve the operational 
performance issues around the Artificial 
Island area and provide important transmis-
sion support for the sub region,” said out-
going CEO Terry Boston in a letter to mem-
bers following the private board meeting. 

“The board also recognizes the valid con-
cerns raised by [Delaware Gov. Jack] 
Markell, the Delaware Public Service Com-
mission, the Maryland Public Service Com-
mission and others regarding the allocation 
of costs associated with this project. PJM 
must follow its Tariff,” he said. 

“With regard to the cost allocation provi-
sions applicable to this project, PJM also 
must respect legal precedent in the Atlantic 
City case allocating specific rate filing re-
sponsibilities between PJM and its trans-
mission owners. Nonetheless, we recognize 
that several parties have appropriately 
questioned the specific allocation in this 
case,” Boston continued. (See Officials Urge 
PJM to Reject Artificial Island Proposal.) 

“Accordingly, PJM will continue to provide 
technical analysis and information to affect-
ed stakeholders in order to help [the Feder-
al Energy Regulatory Commission] with its 
ruling on this particular cost allocation and 
its cost allocation rules in general.” 

White Paper 

PJM planners outlined their rationale in a 
44-page white paper, noting that $246.42 
million of the $275.45 million total cost esti-

mate will be assigned to the Delmarva 
transmission zone, with the remaining 
$29.03 million allocated to other transmis-
sion zones based on load ratio shares. 

“This pilot case implementing Order 1000 
principles and a competitive solicitation 
process will continue to be examined for a 
number of ‘lessons learned,’” Boston wrote. 
“The board thanks the Planning Committee 
for its thorough review, and we urge the 
adoption of changes that will improve the 
planning process.” 

According to the Delaware Public Service 
Commission, the project could translate to a 
25% increase in transmission costs in Dela-
ware. Some of the state’s heaviest users 
could see their monthly bills surge by hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, Markell said. 

In a statement Wednesday, Markell said, “I 
continue to have serious concerns about the 
cost distribution associated with the pro-
posal approved by PJM, which would force 
Delawareans to bear a high cost for a pro-
ject that provides little benefit to the state. I 
am working with the PSC and others con-
cerned about this result to explore our op-
tions moving forward.” 

A number of those dissatisfied with the cost 
allocation recalled the board’s rejection last 

summer of a Public Service Electric & Gas 
proposal to upgrade Artificial Island follow-
ing outcry from losing bidders, environmen-
talists and New Jersey officials. (See PJM 
Board Puts the Brakes on Artificial Island Selec-
tion.) They urged the board to again halt the 
project. 

PJM staff announced at a special April 28 
meeting of the Transmission Expansion Ad-
visory Committee that they would recom-
mend LS Power’s plan to use horizontal di-
rectional drilling under the Delaware River 
to build a new 230-kV circuit from Salem, 
N.J., to a new substation near the 230-kV 
corridor in Delaware, tapping the existing 
Red Lion-Cartanza and Red Lion-Cedar 
Creek 230-kV lines. (See PJM Staff Picks LS 
Power for Artificial Island Stability Fix; Domin-
ion Loses Out.) LS Power’s proposal also in-
cludes the option of an overhead crossing. 

Home to the Salem and Hope Creek nuclear 
reactors, Artificial Island is the second larg-
est nuclear complex in the country. 

PJM’s competitive solicitation process 
sought “transmission improvements to pro-
vide the ability to generate maximum power 
from all three Artificial Island nuclear units 
while maintaining transmission system volt-
age within limits during various contingen-
cies and line outages.” 

By Suzanne Herel 

Salem and Hope Creek nuclear reactors 
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PJM News 

FERC Considering Rehearing of PJM’s Capacity Performance Plan 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
said it needed more time to consider rehear-
ing requests of its June 9 order largely ap-
proving PJM’s Capacity Performance plan 
after receiving a flurry of feedback from 
state regulators, consumer advocates, gen-
erators and the Independent Market Moni-
tor. 

The order issued Wednesday is only a pro-
cedural motion; without commission action 
within 30 days, rehearing requests, are au-
tomatically denied. 

A substantive response to the requests “will 
be addressed in a future order,” the commis-
sion said. No answers to the rehearing re-

quests will be entertained, it said. 

PJM’s new Capacity Performance product, a 
response to poor generator performance 
during the polar vortex of January 2014, 
aims to increase reliability by rewarding 
over-performing participants and penalizing 
non-performers. (See FERC OKs PJM Ca-
pacity Performance: What You Need to Know.) 

In seeking a rehearing of FERC’s approval, 
generators sought to relax the penalty pro-
visions. 

Some regulators and consumer advocates 
asked FERC to order PJM to update its peak 
load forecasts, saying such a move could 
save consumers about $625 million by re-
ducing the amount of capacity procured. 
(See Regulators, Generators, IMM Seek 

Changes to PJM Capacity Performance Order.) 

The PJM Industrial Customer Coalition, 
environmentalists, regulators and consumer 
advocates asked that demand response be 
allowed to participate in the transition auc-
tions. On July 23, FERC issued a ruling or-
dering PJM to include DR and energy effi-
ciency, thus delaying the auctions. (See 
FERC Orders PJM to Include DR, EE in Transi-
tion Auctions.) 

Essential Power, Competitive Power Ven-
tures, NextEra Energy and Invenergy Ther-
mal Development contested FERC’s deci-
sion to eliminate monthly stop-loss limita-
tions and said the commission erred in de-
ciding that generator non-performance 
would not be excused, even in circumstanc-
es beyond their control. 

PJM, Pipelines Pledge Increased Cooperation to Boost Reliability 

PJM and nine interstate pipelines have 
signed an information-sharing agreement to 
improve the reliability and flexibility of nat-
ural gas supplies for the RTO’s generators. 

The Memorandum of Understanding spells 
out in detail the kind of non-public infor-
mation PJM and the pipelines will share as 
permitted by PJM’s Tariff and the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission’s Order 
787. (See FERC Rejects Bid to Broaden Scope 
of Gas-Electric Info Sharing.) 

The pipelines said they are willing to sign 
contracts to “firm up” services for genera-
tors that do not have primary firm service. 
The MOU notes that the pipelines may re-
quire additional facilities to provide firm 
service. 

Each of the pipelines will provide PJM a 
description of services they are offering to 
generators that could satisfy the RTO’s Ca-
pacity Performance requirements. They also 

agreed to provide PJM a summary of ser-
vices that have been requested by genera-
tors and the status of those requests. PJM 
may share any information obtained under 
the MOU with the Independent Market 
Monitor. 

In return, PJM will provide the pipelines 
with performance requirements for gas-
fired generators serving as capacity re-
sources, including a demonstration of ac-
cess to firm gas during the peak hours of the 
electric day and evidence of hourly flexibil-
ity — ensuring that generators will not seek 
compensation due to an inability to procure 
gas outside the normal scheduling window. 

“This agreement sets the stage for greater 
coordination between electric generators 
and the natural gas pipeline industry,” said 
PJM Chief Operations Officer Mike Kormos 
in a statement. “As electricity-generating 
facilities increasingly turn to natural gas, it is 
important that we all communicate clearly 
to assure reliable service.” 

“Continued dialogue will result in more in-

formed decisions by the PJM market partici-
pants that operate and rely upon gas-fired 
electric generators,” said Don Santa, CEO of 
the Interstate Natural Gas Association of 
America. 

According to data from the U.S. Department 
of Energy, natural gas surpassed coal as the 
country’s top source of electric power gen-
eration for the first time in April.  

The country’s historic fuel shift was the top-
ic of this year’s PJM Grid 20/20. (See PJM 
Grid 20/20: Who Will Build the Pipelines?) 

The pipelines signing the MOU are Domin-
ion Cove Point LNG; Dominion Transmis-
sion; Columbia Gas Transmission; National 
Fuel Gas Supply; Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of 
America; Tennessee Gas Pipeline; Texas 
Eastern Transmission; Tex-
as Gas Transmission; and Transcontinen-
tal Gas Pipe Line. 

The agreement will run through June 2016, 
after which it will continue on a month-to-
month basis unless terminated by the par-
ties. 

By Suzanne Herel 

By Suzanne Herel 
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SPP News 

MMU Report Shows ‘Maturing’ Integrated Marketplace 

KANSAS CITY — The Integrated Marketplace’s first 12 months of 
operations provided the highlights for SPP’s 2014 State of the Mar-
ket report, which notes a maturing market, changing congestion 
patterns due to completed transmission projects and lower energy 
prices. 

Alan McQueen, director of SPP’s Market Monitoring Unit (MMU), 
briefed the Board of Directors/Members Committee last week on 
the draft report. 

The report says the market, which went live in March 2014, 
“provided wholesale electricity at modest prices that compare fa-
vorably to those in regions with well-established markets,” with 
LMPs generally tracking the steadily decreasing price of natural 
gas. 

“We saw significant maturing and growth in the market, maturing 
in the market participants and in how they participated in the mar-
ket,” McQueen said. He pointed to “robust participation” in the day
-ahead market, with 99% of the reported load clearing, efficient 
management of wind resources and reductions in uplift. 

“We saw fewer make-whole payments in this market, and that’s a 
good thing,” McQueen said. The report said make-whole payments 
made up less than 1% of electricity’s “all-inclusive price,” with 70% 
of make-whole payments related to reliability unit commitments. 

Golden Spread Electric Cooperative’s Mike Wise, however, chal-
lenged McQueen’s assertion. He said the market’s make-whole 

payments are low because of its over-reliance on simple-cycle com-
bustion turbines as quick-start resources in the RUC market. 

“The market wants to use them all the time, but it’s not paying the 
startup costs,” Wise said. “We’re having more maintenance costs 
because they’re being run so much.” 

In response, McQueen said the Monitor doesn’t believe startup 
charges should be included as costs recovered through make-
whole payments. 

“It’s an area of concern, but we have a difference of opinion,” 
McQueen said. McQueen said the Market Working Group will 
study the issue further. 

McQueen said there also needs to be further discussion with the 
MWG related to the transmission congestion rights (TCR) market. 
He said TCRs have been underfunded each month (85% of full 
funding), while the opposite is true of auction revenue rights posi-
tions (112% of full funding). “The concern is that if all the ARRs and 
TCR rights are allocated early in the process, they can’t be support-
ed by the market later in the year.” 

The report recommends reducing the amount of transmission ca-
pacity made available in the TCR and ARR process, earlier report-
ing of planned transmission outages and improvements to model-
ling of the conversion of ARRs to TCRs. 

The report also said SPP successfully integrated 9 GW of wind tur-
bines in 2014. Wind produced as much of 33% of the RTO’s energy 
needs during the year. The market also navigated a winter-weather 
event with a natural gas supply shortage in March and coal delivery 
delays through the summer and fall. 

Board Chairman Jim Eckelberger said his reading of the report indi-
cated “we have done a good job starting the market, but it seems 
we’re missing a lot of equipment members have to offer.” He asked 
MOPC chair Noman Williams of South Central MCN to brief the 
MOPC and MWG on the report to ensure “good ideas are being 
pursued” and gather additional feedback on market improvements. 

“I disagree with how the MWG has approached this thing. I think 
rapid-cycle CTs need to be handled differently,” Eckelberger said. “I 
want to ensure Noman makes sure all sides are addressed.” 

By Tom Kleckner 

Wind continues growth in SPP. (Source: State of the Market report) 

Online capacity: Energy Imbalance Service vs. RT Balancing Market 

(Source: State of the Market report) 
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SPP News 

Board of Directors/Members Committee Briefs 
Board Approves Gas-Electric  
Timeline Change 

KANSAS CITY — SPP’s Board of Directors/
Members Committee last week voted to 
approve moving the deadline for day-ahead 
market offers up 90 minutes to 9:30 a.m. CT 
following continued debate over costs and 
tradeoffs. 

The Members Committee approved the 
motion 8-5, with six abstentions. The board 
vote is not public, but Chairman Jim Eckel-
berger took the somewhat unusual step of 
ensuring that the board and Members Com-
mittee quickly knew the motion had passed. 

The measure passed the Markets and Oper-
ations Policy Committee and other stake-
holder groups with similar splits. Some 
members questioned the expense and effort 
to implement a small change. Members from 
SPP’s northern footprint have complained 
that the adjustments do little to increase the 
knowledge of day-ahead prices. (See SPP 
Members Reluctantly OK Day-Ahead Change.) 

The change is intended to comply with the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s 
Order 809, which moved the timely nomina-
tion cycle deadline for gas to 1 p.m. CT from 
11:30 a.m. and added a third intraday nomi-
nation cycle. 

Assuming FERC approval, SPP will post day-
ahead results at 2 p.m. CT, up from 4 p.m. It 
also shortens the reoffer period to 45 
minutes, with reliability unit commitment 
(RUC) offers due at 2:45 and results posted 
by 5:15. 

SPP faces an Aug. 4 compliance filing dead-
line with FERC. “If we don’t pass this, we will 
have to say why we can’t comply,” Carl 
Monroe, SPP’s chief operating officer, said 
before the votes. “And I’m not sure I can 
defend that.” 

SPP staff has estimated it will take $1.5 mil-
lion and 14 months to implement the chang-
es, which will require new software. Staff 
suggested including that work with the En-
hanced Combined Cycle (ECC) project. 

Bruce Rew, SPP’s vice president of opera-
tions, noted that both projects improve the 
market-clearing engine’s functionality. “We 
would be working both together in the same 
project, because both are focused on im-
proving solution time,” Rew said. 

Board Backs Change to  
ARR Allocations 

The board also approved the MOPC’s rec-
ommendation to change the annual auction 
revenue rights allocation system capacity to 
better match the annual transmission con-
gestion rights (TCR) auction and reduce 
underfunding. 

The board agreed with the MOPC’s recom-
mendation to change the percentage for 
ARR allocation from the original 60% of 
system capacity to 80% for the seasonal or 
shoulder months. The percentages are un-
changed for June (100%) and July to Sep-
tember (90%). 

Those pushing the 60% allocation for sea-
sonal months said it was an aggressive num-
ber and would solve the TCR markets’ un-
derfunding problem, but they recognized it 
would cause problems for some market par-
ticipants. 

“I think the members said at MOPC that by 
going down to 60%, you are masking all the 
other issues,” Xcel Energy’s Bill Grant said. 

The revision will settle or convert all annual 
ARRs during the annual process. No ARRs 
would be carried forward, and infeasible 
TCRs would be reduced. All residual capaci-
ty would still be allocated and auctioned in 
monthly processes. 

Out-of-Bandwidth Projects  
Ordered Re-Evaluated 

Continuing a discussion that began at the 
MOPC meeting two weeks earlier, the 
board put seven over-budget transmission 
projects on hold, ordering them to be 
brought back to the board in January fol-

lowing “proper evaluations.” 

The seven projects were initially estimated 
by a third-party consultant to cost $62.8 
million as part of the 2015 Integrated Trans-
mission Planning 10-Year Assessment 
(ITP10). After the projects’ notices to con-
struct (NTCs) were issued, additional study 
by the members revealed the projects’ cost 
would come to $147.7 million. (See SPP Frus-
trated over Transmission Project Overruns.) 

The projects were among those filtered out 
of the 30 committed projects resulting from 
the ITP10 and near-term planning process-
es. Only four projects came within a 30% 
variance “bandwidth,” with 23 exceeding that 
threshold and three projects coming in below. 

SPP staff brought seven of the largest above
-estimate projects to MOPC, which recom-
mended suspending NTCs for three of the 
projects and moving forward with the other 
four. 

But the board overruled MOPC in ordering 
all seven restudied. NTCs are decisions for 
the board, Director Julian Brix said. 

“The board giveth, the board taketh away,” 
he said. “There’s too much differentiation in 
these projects. This is about the board’s 
fiduciary responsibility.” 

SPP Vice President of Engineering Lanny 
Nickell said his staff conducted interviews 
with the transmission owners granted 
NTCs. The feedback indicated material and 
labor costs were similar, but the third-party 
consultant had not taken into account indi-
vidual design standards, rebuilding aging 
facilities, unforeseen substation work or build-
ing through wetlands or other sensitive areas. 

Continued on page 11 

Top out-of-bandwidth projects (in millions). *Economic project (all other projects are Regional Reliability). 

(Source: SPP) 
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SPP News 

Board of Directors/Members Committee Briefs 

“We didn’t ask the right questions,” Nickell 
said. “We didn’t have adequate information 
during the planning process.” 

Nickell said transferring study responsibility 
to the third party, a compressed timeline 
and dealing with competitive information 
also contributed to the variances. 

“The third party did a horrible job,” said 
Kelly Harrison, president of Westar Ener-
gy’s Prairie Wind Transmission. “All they 
had to do was ask. There wasn’t anything 
about the project that … we wouldn’t have 
shared with them.” 

SPP was able to allay the concerns of Ameri-
can Electric Power and others that the re-
evaluations would change the projects’ reli-
ability or economic needs, and with it, cost 
allocations. Stuart Solomon, president of 
AEP’s Public Service Co. of Oklahoma, not-
ed AEP is responsible for four of the seven 
projects, “all reliability rebuilds based on need.” 

“I don’t feel the existence of the variance is a 
reason to suspend and re-study,” Solomon 
said during the discussion. He eventually 
supported the board’s decision, with the 
hopes SPP could “strive” for the October 
MOPC and board meetings. 

Nickell said staff would be able to meet the 
board’s timeline, using detailed project pro-
posals already in hand. AEP’s Linwood-
South Shreveport 138-kV line rebuild has a 
2017 need date, but Nickell said a mitigation 
plan is in place, should there be further delays. 

No Raise in  
Administrative Fee Expected 

Finance Committee Chairman Harry Skilton 
said the RTO expects its administrative fee 
for 2016 to be between 37 cents/MWh and 
38 cents/MWh, consistent with the 2015 
budget’s forecast. 

The fee is currently 38.1 cents/MWh, hav-
ing jumped about 15 cents since 2011 to 
pay for the Integrated Marketplace. 

Skilton noted several factors that could af-
fect the fee: 2015’s monthly peak loads, 
which are running 5% below 2014’s; the 
costs of complying with version 5 of the 
Critical Infrastructure Protection reliability 
standard; and the costs of improving com-
bined-cycle functionality. 

Date Change for  
Walkemeyer Project RFP 

The board approved a staff recommenda-
tion to change a key date in its first competi-
tive solicitation under Order 1000, the 
Walkemeyer-North Liberal project in Kansas. 

General Counsel Paul Suskie said the 
change “mitigates a flaw in the process” by 
moving the “regulatory approval need date” 
eight months from the NTC’s issuance. 

The SPP Tariff requires the need date be 
included in a competitive upgrade’s request 
for proposals to identify when an entity 
must have gained utility status in the state 
where the facility will be built. The change 
would meet a Kansas Corporation Commis-
sion statutory obligation to rule on such 
requests within 180 days of the initial filing 
and give the winning entity “reasonable 
time” to gain utility status in the state. 

The board approved the 21-mile, 115-kV 
Walkemeyer project in April. The RFP was 
issued in May, with responses due Nov. 2. 
(See Walkemeyer Transmission Projects 
Wins SPP OK.) 

The original regulatory approval date was 
June 1, 2016. The board approval moves 
that date to Jan. 1, 2017. Changing the date 
gives RFP respondents sufficient time to 
finalize their work, Suskie said. 

Suskie said staff would work with the Com-
petitive Transmission Process Task Force to 
develop new policy setting to ensure future 
RFPs include a date that is reasonable and 
allows for the SPP process to work as de-
signed. 

New Member Process,  
Document Approved 

The board approved a Strategic Planning 
Committee task force’s recommendations 
on improving the process of wooing pro-
spective members to join the RTO. 

The board first added several modifications 
to those offered the previous day by the 
Regional State Committee to a document 
outlining triggering mechanisms for when 
communication and work-group processes 
to be followed during negotiations with pro-
spective members would apply. 

The task force report notes that SPP’s staff 
“remains solely responsible for the direct 

negotiations with the prospective member” 
while stakeholders provide input on policy 
and changes to the governing documents. 

SPP Seeks Larger Board 

CEO Nick Brown said SPP has filed with 
FERC modifications to the bylaws that 
would allow up to three additional directors. 
He said the Corporate Governance Commit-
tee will be evaluating the results of an RFP 
to conduct a search for board candidates, 
the first such search SPP has conducted in 
seven years. The committee will discuss the 
issue further during its Aug. 27 meeting. 

Competitive Tx Task Force Extended 

The board approved extending the Compet-
itive Transmission Process Task Force’s 
charter through 2016 and endorsed the 
group’s Load Responsible Entity concept. 
Golden Spread Electric Cooperative’s Mike 
Wise, chair of the Strategic Planning Com-
mittee, said the task force intends to bring a 
“full package” of recommended improve-
ments to the MOPC in January. (See “Load 
Responsibility White Paper” in SPP Strate-
gic Planning Committee Briefs, July 20.) 

Two New Members 

SPP welcomed its two newest members 
during the meeting: the Tri-State Genera-
tion and Transmission Association and Har-
lan Municipal Utilities. The additions in-
crease SPP’s membership ranks to 92. 

Tri-State Generation is a wholesale electric 
power supplier owned by the 44 electric 
cooperatives that it serves. The association 
generates and transmits electricity to its 
member systems throughout a 200,000-
square-mile service territory across Colora-
do, Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming. 

Harlan provides electricity, gas, water and 
telecommunications to a city of more than 
5,100 in southwestern Iowa. 

Special Guest 

FERC Commissioner Cheryl LaFleur was 
among those sitting in the board’s inner 
circle. “I’m here to listen,” said LaFleur, who 
was in the area for Clean Power Plan-
related hearings. 

 

— Tom Kleckner  

Continued from page 10 
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SPP News 

SPP Regional State Committee Briefs 

SPP, MISO ‘Extremely Close’ to  
Settlement of Seams Dispute 

KANSAS CITY — SPP General Counsel Paul Suskie briefed the Re-
gional State Committee last week on several seams and interre-
gional issues. At times, however, he could say little. 

Stressing the confidentiality of settlement negotiations with MISO 
over its use of a 1,000-MW contract path between its North and 
South regions, Suskie said, “I can say all parties are extremely close 
to a settlement. Hopefully, that will be resolved in the near future.” 

Suskie said settlement negotiations also are ongoing with five 
seams neighbors who were among those intervening or filing pro-
tests with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regarding 
Tariff and bylaw changes to accommodate the Integrated System: 
Missouri River Energy Services, Montana Dakota Utilities, Munici-
pal Energy Agency of Nebraska, Montana Consumers Council and 
Otter Tail Power. 

Suskie said the issues are not a roadblock to the Integrated Sys-
tem’s incorporation. “If these negotiations aren’t resolved, they will 
simply be referred to hearing,” he said. 

With the Integrated System’s full incorporation, SPP will create a 
northern seam in North Dakota. Suskie said the interconnection 
will be limited, consisting of a 230-kV line with Saskatchewan utili-
ty SaskPower. SaskPower will be SPP’s first international market 
participant. 

Interregional Projects  

Suskie also briefed the committee on SPP’s interregional projects 
with MISO. The projects, all recommended for approval by a joint 
SPP-MISO study, include construction of a 345-kV line between 
Nebraska and Kansas, a series reactor on a 115-kV line in northeast 
Louisiana, and the rebuild of a 138-kV line south from Shreveport 
to Wallace Lake. 

The projects are now going through each RTO’s regional-review 
process; SPP completed its in time for the April board meeting. The 
largest, the 78-mile, 345-kV Elm Creek-NSUB construction project, 
has an estimated cost of $140.6 million. Because SPP will receive 
80% of the project’s benefit, Suskie said, it will pick up 80% of the 
costs, which will be allocated under the RTO’s highway/byway allo-
cation process. (See 3 MISO-SPP Transmission Projects Move For-
ward.) 

Integrated Marketplace  
Performing Well 

Bruce Rew, SPP’s vice president of operations, delivered a one-year 
update on the Integrated Marketplace, saying its system availabil-
ity has exceeded expectations, with the real-time balancing market 
successfully solving 99.95% of all its five-minute intervals.  

He said the market had been delayed from posting just twice — 
once in June 2014 due to a modeling issue and again in December 
when a software problem affected participants’ ability to submit 
offers. 

SPP’s balancing authority has maintained compliance with North 
American Electric Reliability Corp. standards, Rew said, and capaci-
ty overage has been reduced from the previous energy imbalance 
service (EIS) market. The EIS market’s final two months, January 
and February 2014, averaged more than 6,000 MW of un-
dispatched capacity. The Integrated Marketplace has exceed 3,500 
MW just once. 

The Integrated Marketplace went online with 103 market partici-
pants. There are now 148 participants, with 98 classified as finan-
cial-only and 50 as asset-owning. The EIS market, by contrast, had 
only 50 participants. 

SPP is currently testing improvements to its market-clearing en-
gine performance and day-ahead reliability unit commitment pro-
cess. 

Bylaws, Waiver Request 

The RSC also accepted recommended changes to its bylaws, re-
viewed updates from the July Markets and Operations Policy Com-
mittee meeting and approved SPP’s recommendation to reject 
Kansas City Power and Light’s waiver request to revise a trans-
former’s voltage level for cost-allocation purposes. 

— Tom Kleckner 

(Source: SaskPower) 
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SPP News 

Tres Amigas: Cancelled SPP Agreement ‘Not Significant’ 

Federal regulators’ approval last week of 
SPP’s request to terminate an interconnec-
tion agreement with the proposed Tres 
Amigas “superstation” won’t hurt plans to 
unite the three major U.S. grids, developers 
said (ER15-1797). 

“In our minds, it’s not that significant,” Tres 
Amigas CFO Russ Stidolph said in an inter-
view Monday. “While the ruling canceled 
the agreement, it also said as soon as the par-
ticipants are ready to work together again, 
they can. It’s not the end of the world for us.” 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion’s ruling ending the agreement with Xcel 
Energy’s Southwestern Public Service noted 
that Xcel and SPP are “willing to work with 
Tres Amigas” on a new interconnection 
agreement once the developers can meet 
contractual milestones. 

‘No Appreciable Progress’ 

SPP filed the termination request in May 
after the company told FERC that Tres Ami-
gas had failed to make an initial $1.4 million 
payment. SPS said it had already agreed to 
cut the payment from $7.5 million and that 
it extended compliance deadlines four 
times, delaying the agreement’s commercial
-operation date by two years. 

Xcel said that Tres Amigas made “no appre-
ciable progress toward placing its transmis-
sion line project in service or interconnect-
ing with the SPS transmission system,” cre-
ating uncertainty for SPS as it plans its 
transmission system. 

Stidolph said making that payment would 
have committed Tres Amigas to spending 
$500 million immediately. “That was not a 
good use of capital for us,” he said. 

Tres Amigas would connect the Eastern 
Interconnection, Western Interconnection 
and Texas Interconnection through HVDC 
lines. Developers say the project would use 
the latest power grid technology to 
“facilitate the smooth, reliable and efficient 
transfer of green power from region to region.” 

SPS would provide Tres Amigas with its link 
to the Eastern Interconnection. The project 
would be built on 14,400 acres in Curry 
County, N.M., near the city of Clovis and the 
Texas border. 

Fundraising Slow 

Project developers have been slow to raise 
funds for the $1.6 billion project and have 
yet to set a groundbreaking date after ini-
tially saying construction would begin in 
2014. In January, Curry County commis-
sioners voted unanimously to ask the state 
to reallocate $350,000 intended for Tres 
Amigas, so the county could use the money 
elsewhere. 

Asked about groundbreaking, Stidolph said 
Monday, “I think you will see activity out 
there by year’s end.” 

Stidolph said Tres Amigas is finalizing agree-
ments with wind developers that would ship 
power from eastern New Mexico to the west. 

“We’ve had no issue giving [Public Service 
Co. of New Mexico] notice to proceed on 
the western side,” he said. “We’ve posted 
significant capital there.” 

Tres Amigas protested the termination be-
cause, “given the complexities of its project, 
it has not been able to secure funding.” 

“Transmission development is not easy,” 
Stidolph said. “It takes longer than you 
think, and it always ends up costing more.” 

The interconnection agreement, originally 
filed in 2013, would have linked a 73-mile, 
345-kV Tres Amigas-owned transmission 
line providing a 750-MW, two-node intertie 
between the SPS transmission system in the 
Eastern Interconnection and the PNM 
transmission system in the Western Inter-
connection. 

Texas Roadblock? 

The project may also be facing further road-
blocks in Texas, which has long prided itself 
on having its own electric grid, exempt from 
FERC regulation. In June, Texas Gov. Greg 
Abbott signed into law a bill that gives the 
Public Utility Commission of Texas the abil-
ity to sign off on major power lines connect-
ing ERCOT to multi-state grids elsewhere. 

State Sen. Troy Fraser, the bill’s author and 
a long-time proponent for the Texas electric 
industry, believes the state should make 
those kinds of decisions. 

“These interconnections can create tremen-
dous risk for our electric system, including 
having Texas lose control over its own elec-
tric system,” Fraser said during hearings in 
March. 

The bill says electric utilities or municipally 
owned utilities “may not interconnect a fa-
cility to the ERCOT transmission grid that 
enables additional power to be imported 
into or exported out of the ERCOT power 
grid,” unless a certificate of convenience and 
necessity (CCN) is obtained from the PUCT. 
The bill requires the application for a CCN 
be made at least 180 days before the devel-
oper seeks a FERC order related to the in-
terconnection. 

Tres Amigas is one of several projects man-
aged by Connecticut-based AltEnergy, an 
investment fund focused on alternative 
energy and agriculture.  

By Tom Kleckner 

The Tres Amigas SuperStation would connect the Eastern, Western and Texas interconnections.  

(Source: Tres Amigas) 
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Company Earnings Roundup 
Ameren Reports Steady Quarter,  
Higher 2015 EPS Outlook 

Ameren reported last 
week that earnings 
were flat in the second 
quarter, largely on mild-

er temperatures that reduced demand for 
electricity. 

The St. Louis-based company earned $150 
million ($0.61/share) compared with $149 
million ($0.61/share) in the same period last 
year. Operating revenues were $1.40 billion 
versus $1.42 billion last year. 

Ameren said its results were buoyed by 
earnings from investment in electric trans-
mission and delivery infrastructure, along 
with a lower tax rate. 

The company raised its full-year earnings-
per-share guidance slightly, to $2.48 to 
$2.68 from $2.45 to $2.65. 

— Chris O’Malley 

Lower Revenues Dim  
CMS Energy Profits in Q2 

Second-quarter net 
income for CMS 
Energy fell 19% on a 
8% decline in reve-

nue, the company reported last week. 

The Jackson, Mich.-based parent of Con-
sumers Energy earned $67 million ($0.25/
share) compared with $83 million ($0.30/
share) during the second quarter of last 
year. Revenue was down to $1.35 billion, 
from $1.47 billion a year earlier. 

Nevertheless, CMS reaffirmed its 2015 
earnings-per-share guidance of $1.86 to 
$1.89, consistent with its goal of 5 to 7% 
annual adjusted EPS growth. 

President and CEO John Russell said CMS is 
still on track to retire its seven oldest coal 
plants — amounting to one-third of its coal 
fleet — by next April. The units being shut-
tered are an average of 60 years old and will 
be replaced by gas-fired units. 

Russell also said CMS will proceed with its 
first-ever utility-scale solar generating sta-
tion. The 10-MW demonstration project will 
be evaluated for the potential of additional 
utility-scale units in Michigan. 

— Chris O’Malley 

Unfavorable Weather Cited in  
DTE Earnings Drop 

DTE Energy’s second-quarter profits fell 

12% on increased 
costs and unfavora-
ble weather. 

The Detroit-based company posted net in-
come of $109 million ($0.61/share) com-
pared with $124 million ($0.70/share) in the 
same quarter last year. 

Operating earnings in DTE’s electric seg-
ment were down by $18 million, while the 
gas utility segment recorded a $3 million 
decline. Operating revenue for the company 
fell 15%, to $2.27 billion. 

During a conference call, executives cited 
strong growth in the gas storage and pipe-
line business and in energy trading. As a 
result, DTE raised its 2015 operating EPS 
guidance to $4.54 to $4.90, from $4.48 to 
$4.72. 

— Chris O’Malley 

Eversource Q2 Earnings Jump 63% 

Eversource Energy 
said last week that 
the company’s sec-
ond-quarter profits 

this year increased by nearly 63%, from 
$127.4 million ($0.40/share) in 2014 to 
$207.5 million ($0.65/share). 

“We had an excellent first half of 2015, with 
financial performance consistent with our 
targeted 6 to 8% long-term earnings growth 
rate and our 2015 projected earnings of 
$2.75 to $2.90 per share,” Eversource CEO 
Thomas May said in a statement. 

The company also said it is reviewing the 
recent Department of Energy draft Environ-
mental Impact Statement for its Northern 
Pass transmission project. (See Price Tag 
Likely to Rise for Northern Pass Transmission 
Line.) 

“We don’t believe it poses any unanticipated 
challenges to the construction of the pro-
ject,” said Lee Olivier, executive vice presi-
dent of enterprise strategy and business 
development. He added that plans for site 
approval will be filed with state officials in 
“early to mid-fall,” with review taking about 
one year. 

— William Opalka 

Exelon: Quad Cities Decision as Soon as 
September; Awaiting DC Pepco Decision  

Exelon CEO Chris 
Crane told analysts 
during the compa-

ny’s quarterly earnings conference call that 

if Illinois legislators fail to pass a law that 
would essentially guarantee profits for its 
nuclear plants, the company may be forced 
to close its Quad Cities generator, with a 
decision coming as soon as September. 

Crane and other company officials have long 
said that three of its six nuclear stations in 
Illinois are losing money on the wholesale 
market, primarily because low natural gas 
prices are pushing wholesale power prices 
down. 

Even anticipated revenue boosts from 
PJM’s Capacity Performance program “will 
not be enough to keep all the units economi-
cally viable,” Crane said. The decision on 
whether to keep its Clinton nuclear station 
open — which bids into MISO and therefore 
is governed by different rules — won’t be 
made until the first months of next year. 

“We don't take the decision lightly,” Crane 
said. “We understand the effect that we 
have on the communities and potential ef-
fect on employees, but this has been a long-
term issue that we've been evaluating and 
trying to come to a resolution [on], and 
we're staying within the timeline.” 

Exelon reported second-quarter earnings of 
$508 million ($0.59/share) compared with 
$440 million ($0.51/share) this time last 
year. 

The company said profit rose due to higher 
sales and a hedging-related gain. Crane also 
credited strong financial performance by 
Exelon Generation. 

Crane also said the compa-
ny is prepared to quickly 
finalize its $6.8 million ac-
quisition of Pepco Holdings 

Inc., pending approval by regulators in D.C. 
As the company awaits the ruling, expected 
late this month, it extended the deal’s termi-
nation date from July 29 to Oct. 29. 

Pepco’s second-quarter earnings were flat 
compared with the same period in 2014, 
with net income of $53 million ($0.21/
share). 

“Increased operation and maintenance 
costs, primarily driven by the implementa-
tion of a new customer information system, 
impacted second-quarter results,” CEO Jo-
seph Rigby said. 

— Suzanne Herel 

FirstEnergy Beats Expectations 

FirstEnergy beat its own expectations, re-

Continued on page 15 
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porting second-quarter 
net income of $187 
million ($0.44/share) 
compared with $64 million ($0.16/share) for 
the same period last year, despite the fact 
that the company’s revenues stayed flat at 
$3.5 billion, the company said. 

“We remain focused on implementing our 
regulated growth initiatives and our Cash 
Flow Improvement Project, which was 
launched in April,” CEO Charles Jones said 
in a statement. “I'm pleased that the oppor-
tunities we have identified as part of that 
project are expected to result in cash sav-
ings of $240 million by 2017, exceeding our 
original targets.” 

Operating earnings for the Akron, Ohio, 
company’s regulated distribution business 
were flat compared with the same period 
last year, as the benefit of higher distribu-
tion revenues and approved rate cases was 
offset by higher operating expenses and a 
higher effective income tax rate. 

The regulated transmission business saw 
higher transmission revenues, in part relat-
ed to the company’s Energizing the Future 
plan to upgrade its grid. 

The company’s competitive energy services 
benefited from lower operating expenses 
and a slightly higher commodity margin 
compared with last year. 

— Suzanne Herel 

PPL Posts Loss After Talen Spinoff 

PPL reported a $757 million loss 
for the second quarter ($1.13/
share) as a result of the June 1 
spinoff of its power generation 

and marketing business to create Talen En-
ergy. (See FERC Gives Conditional OK to 
Talen Energy.) 

The company said the loss reflected a $1 
billion hit from discontinued operations of 
the competitive supply business. 

For the same period last year, PPL had re-
ported net income of $229 million ($0.34/
share). 

Not taking into consideration the spinoff 
and some other accounting items, the utility 
reported second-quarter earnings of $329 
million ($0.49/share), an 11% increase from 
adjusted earnings of $296 million ($0.44/
share) for the same period in 2014. 

The company also narrowed its 2015 fore-
cast range from ongoing operations to 

$2.15 to $2.25 per share and increased its 
quarterly common stock dividend to 
$0.3775/share. 

“Based on the strong performance of PPL’s 
seven regulated utility businesses in both 
the U.S. and the U.K., the continued rate 
base growth from our significant infrastruc-
ture investment and our solid business plan 
to grow earnings per share, we are increas-
ing the midpoint of our 2015 earnings fore-
cast,” CEO William H. Spence said in a state-
ment. 

“The new PPL Corp. — with its strong 
growth profile, a solid dividend and diverse 
mix of holdings — is a unique and very com-
pelling investment option in the U.S. utility 
sector,” he said. 

— Suzanne Herel 

PSEG Q2 Earnings Up 62% 

Public Service Enter-
prise Group on Friday 
reported second-

quarter net income of $345 million ($0.68/
share) compared with $212 million ($0.42/
share) for the same period in 2014. 

“Our businesses performed well. [Public 
Service Electric & Gas’] expanded invest-
ment program is successfully translating 
into improvements in customer satisfaction 
at the same time operational improvements 
at PSEG Power supported increased out-
put,” CEO Ralph Izzo said in a statement. 

Operating earnings for PSE&G rose to $167 
million ($0.33/share) from $151 million 
($0.30/share) this time last year. The com-
pany attributed the boost to an expansion of 
its capital program, warmer-than-normal 
temperatures and a recovering economy. 

Meanwhile, PSEG Power reported operat-
ing earnings of $110 million ($0.22/share) 
compared with $87 million ($0.17/share) 
this time last year. 

The company said the results reflect im-
provement in operations of its nuclear and 
fossil fuel generating facilities, higher prices 
on its hedged energy output and a drop in 
the cost of its gas supply. 

— Suzanne Herel 

WEC Energy Group Erases  
$0.24/Share on Integrys costs 

Costs related to its 
June acquisition of 
Integrys Energy put 

the squeeze on WEC Energy Group’s second
-quarter profits.  

Milwaukee-based WEC earned $80.9 mil-
lion ($0.35/share), a 39% decline from $133 
million ($1.04/share) in the second quarter 
of 2014. Excluding the acquisition costs, 
which cut EPS by $0.24, WEC would have 
reported EPS of $0.59.  

Like many northern utilities, a cooler-than-
normal June crimped electricity revenues. 
Operating revenues declined to $991.2 mil-
lion from $1.04 billion last year.  

WEC’s results do not yet include the finan-
cial performance of Integrys or its subsidiar-
ies. 

— Chris O’Malley 

Xcel Reports Flat Earnings for Q2 

Xcel Energy report-
ed flat profits for 
the second-quarter, 

with earnings of $197 million ($0.39/share), 
compared with $195 million ($0.39/share) 
for the same period last year. 

Minneapolis-based Xcel said the results 
were generally in line with expectations. 
Though the company missed analysts’ esti-
mates by $0.01/share, it reaffirmed its full-
year earnings-per-share guidance of $2 to 
$2.15. 

Xcel blamed unfavorable weather condi-
tions that affected customers’ heating and 
cooling costs and adjustments to a rate re-
quest in Minnesota. 

Second-quarter electric margins increased 
due to new rates and riders in various juris-
dictions and a lower Public Service Compa-
ny of Colorado earnings test refund. Xcel 
said that increase was offset by higher de-
preciation, a lower allowance for construc-
tion funds and higher property taxes, oper-
ating and maintenance expenses and inter-
est charges. 

Xcel’s Monticello nuclear plant is operating 
at full capacity, having received final Nucle-
ar Regulatory Commission approval. The 
facility was uprated to 671 MW from 600 
MW in 2013, at a cost of $748 million (a 
$0.16/share hit to profits). Xcel said its 
Cherokee combined-cycle plant in Colorado 
completed its first-fire during the quarter 
and is on budget and on time. 

— Tom Kleckner 

Continued from page 14 
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Peoples Gas Fires Contractor 
In Charge of Pipeline Replacement 

Well, that didn’t 
take long. 

The new owner of 
Peoples Gas, WEC Energy Group, told the 
Illinois Commerce Commission that it has 
fired the contractor in charge of the natural 
gas main replacement project in Chicago — 
this after the project’s price has quadrupled 
to $8 billion. 

WEC Energy Group, formed after Wisconsin 
Energy purchased People’s Gas parent In-
tegrys Energy Group, said that Jacobs Engi-
neering Group was no longer in charge of 
the accelerated gas main replacement pro-
ject. It shouldn’t come as a surprise, though. 
One of the conditions the ICC placed on its 
approval of the acquisition was a promise 
that WEC take firm control of the problem-
plagued project. 

When the project was first unveiled in 2009, 
Peoples said the cost of replacing about 
2,000 miles of pipe over 20 years would be 
about $2.2 billion. The ICC approved a cus-
tomer surcharge to finance the replace-
ments. The cost estimate then went up to 
$2.6 billion, and then $4.6 billion. When the 
ICC sought more information in June from 
Peoples’ management, top managers called 
before the commission were unable to pro-
vide any firm guidance. That management 
team has since largely been replaced. 

More: Crain’s Chicago Business 

Wildfires, Market Shifts Cutting  
Rail Traffic to Delaware Refinery  

The number of tank cars delivering crude to 
the Delaware City Refinery has been cut in 
half because of wildfires in the west and 
shifting markets, according to the refinery’s 
owner. The refinery received an average of 
about 125,000 barrels per day during the 
first quarter of the year, according to Tom 
Nimbley, CEO of PBF Energy, which owns 
the facility on the banks of the Delaware 
River near Delaware City. In the second 

quarter, that number dropped to about 
60,000 barrels per day.  

Nimbley said North American crude oil — 
the type it receives by rail from the Midwest 
and Canada — has become too expensive 
compared with crude it can receive by water 
from other sources. “Factoring in transpor-
tation costs, it is plainly evident that these 
barrels cannot find an economic home on 
the East Coast, or a lot of other places” at 
current price levels, Nimbley said during a 
conference call with analysts. 

Nimbley said rail deliveries could continue 
to fade, to 45,000 to 50,000 barrels per day, 
if the same market conditions persist. “We 
buy our crude basically two to three months 
early, so the crude we’re running in the third 
quarter is based on prices that exist in the 
second quarter, and those prices did not 
support rail economics,” Nimbley said. 

More: The News Journal 

Elon Musk’s SolarCity 
Now has 250,000 Customers 

SolarCity, the solar 
development and 
financing company 

run by Tesla CEO Elon Musk, reported 
strong results in its second-quarter earn-
ings, saying it booked 395 MW of solar pro-
jects and installed 189 MW. That’s a healthy 
rise from the previous quarter, when the 
company booked 237 MW and installed 153 
MW. 

SolarCity also said it produced 1.25 TWh of 
energy in the quarter. Through the end of 
the quarter, the company had installed 
1,418 MW, an increase of 86% over the 
same period in the previous year, and said it 
had a total of 262,495 customers. The com-
pany said favorable regulatory rulings in 
California and Arizona contributed to its 
success. 

More: Greentech Media 

Duke Energy Progress Completes 
NCEMPA Asset Purchase  

Duke Energy Pro-
gress has completed 
the purchase of 
North Carolina East-

ern Municipal Power Agency’s generating 
assets for $1.25 billion. The purchase in-
cludes ownership of about 700 MW of gen-
eration at Brunswick Nuclear Plant Units 1 
and 2 in Brunswick County, Mayo Plant in 
Person County, Roxboro Plant Unit 4 in 
Person County and the Harris Nuclear Plant 

in Wake County. 

The sale gets NCEMPA out of the genera-
tion business. It has entered into a 30-year 
power purchase agreement with Duke. 

More: Duke Energy 

SunEdison: NASCAR’s 
Official Solar Partner 

SunEdison has 
been named the 
“Official Solar En-
ergy Partner of 

NASCAR Green.” The partnership intends to 
build on the expanded use of solar technolo-
gy at race-team shops and race tracks 
across the country. 

“Our strategic partnership with SunEdison 
will help NASCAR further reduce the sport's 
environmental impact and help continue to 
educate our fans on renewable energy,” said 
Steve Phelps, NASCAR’s chief marketing 
officer. 

NASCAR says a study it commissioned in 
2014 found that four out of five NASCAR 
fans believe the earth is going through a 
period of climate change, and that two out 
of three of those fans feel a personal re-
sponsibility to do something about it. 

More: The St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

Xcel Energy Supports 
Large-Scale Solar Projects 

Xcel Energy CEO Ben 
Fowke said last week 
that the Minneapolis-
based utility supports 
development of large, 
attractively priced solar 
power projects, but it 
will keep pushing to 
limit more costly roof-
top and subscriber-
based community solar 
gardens. Xcel recently won approval from 
Minnesota regulators to develop its first 
three utility-scale projects in the state, the 
largest of which will generate 100 MW. 

Fowke said recent studies have confirmed 
that large solar development “is far more 
cost-effective for consumers than smaller 
applications” and solar policy needs to be 
based on “sound economics.” 

“While solar gardens and rooftop solar have 
a place in our portfolio as an option for con-
sumers, because they require heavy, heavy 

COMPANY BRIEFS  

Continued on page 17 
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subsidization of non-participants, you'll continue to see us advo-
cate that the primary focus be utility-scale solar so that we can 
keep energy costs affordable for consumers,” Fowke said. 

More: Minneapolis Star Tribune  

AEP Texas Names  
New President, COO 

American Electric Power has named Bruce Ev-
ans as the new president and chief operating 
officer of AEP Texas. He is replacing Wade 
Smith, who is now senior vice president of grid 
development for AEP Transmission. Evans was 
vice president of distribution operations for 
AEP Texas. 

Evans has a bachelor’s degree in finance from 
Hardin Simmons University in Abilene and a 
master’s degree in finance from Dallas Baptist 
University. He also attended the Advanced 
Management Program at Harvard University. He has built his ca-
reer in utilities, spending the first 21 years at West Texas Utilities, 
Central Power & Light, Central & South West and AEP. He was 
president and CEO of the former CPL from 1996 to 1998. 

More: Alice Echo  

Shell Starts First Arctic 
Well in Chukchi Sea 

After a failed attempt at Arctic exploration 
last year, Royal Dutch Shell plunged a drill bit 
into the mud at the floor of the Chukchi Sea. 
The exploratory well will be Shell’s first action 
in the search for oil reserves that may meas-
ure in the billions of barrels. And even as the 
first well was being drilled, protests against 

Shell’s Arctic explorations continued. The icebreaker Fennica — in 
Portland, Ore., for repairs after gashing open its hull — steamed 
past protesters on its way to join the rest of the marine drilling 
fleet. 

Shell is betting big on this Chukchi Sea attempt, but it is racing the 
clock as winter is already starting to bear down on the drill site. A 
previous attempt had to be halted when an iceberg drifted toward 
a drill ship in 2012.  

But Shell said it is committed to this year’s attempt, and for good 
reason. The Arctic prospect “has the potential to be multiple times 
larger than the largest prospects in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, so it is 
huge,” CEO Ben van Beurden said. But its potential is also far off. 
“If, indeed, we do find oil, and if we find an acceptable path to devel-
op it, it will start to produce in 2030,” he said. 

More: Associated Press; FuelFix 

 

 

 

EDP Renewables Planning to 
Build 250-MW Wind Farm in Maine 

EDP Renewables has applied to build a 119-
turbine, 250-MW wind farm near Bridge-
water, Maine. If the Spanish company’s first 
project in the state gains approval and is 
built, it will eclipse what is now the largest 

wind facility there, the 185-MW SunEdison wind farm now under 
construction near Bingham. 

EDP is proposing to build a 50-mile transmission line to connect the 
project to the regional power grid. In order to quiet opposition, 
EDP has already promised up to $2 million in energy efficiency pro-
jects for area residents and businesses. 

More: Bangor Daily News  

Clean Line Energy Asks Missouri 
PSC to Reconsider Nixed Project 

Clean Line Energy Partners is asking the 
Missouri Public Service Commission to 
give it another chance to get a permit to 
build a $2.2 billion transmission line that 

would run from Kansas wind farms to markets in the east. The PSC 
denied a permit to the Grain Belt Express project in July. 

“The project is too important to Missouri’s energy future not to 
pursue,” a company official said. The transmission line would run 
from Dodge City, Kan., across Missouri, through Illinois, to a sub-
station in Indiana. Three of the commission’s five members voted 
against the project, questioning whether the line was needed to 

help Missouri meet its renewable energy mandate by the 2021 

deadline. 

More: Kansas City Star  

UIL Invests in Northeast 
Energy Direct Pipeline 

UIL Holdings will invest $80 million in the Northeast Energy Direct 
natural gas transmission line project being proposed for New York, 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire. The investment will give UIL a 
2.5% ownership stake in the pipeline project proposed by Kinder 
Morgan. Plans call for the natural gas transmission line to extend 
188 miles from upstate New York, through western Massachusetts 
and southern New Hampshire, before terminating in Dracut, Mass. 

Construction of the $3 billion project is expected to start in 2017, 
with the pipeline becoming operational in November 2018. North-
east Energy Direct is part of a larger, 412-mile project that would 
bring natural gas from the Marcellus Shale deposits of north-
central Pennsylvania to the population centers in southern New 
England. 

Michael West, a UIL spokesman, said the company’s deal with Kind-
er Morgan gives it the opportunity to purchase an even larger own-
ership stake in the transmission line project. 

More: New Haven Register  
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DOE, University of Hawaii 
Test Ocean Wave Energy 

Tests conducted by the Department of En-
ergy and the University of Hawaii have 
shown it is possible to generate energy us-
ing ocean waves and then transmit it to the 
state’s power grid. In tests that started this 
summer, a 20-kW wave energy generator 
was installed off the coast of Oahu and 
started trickling energy into the grid. The 
wave energy converter, called Azura, is 
made by Northwest Energy Innovations, of 
Portland, Ore., and is one of the first at-
tempts to demonstrate the practicality of a 
technology scientists have long envisioned. 

The floating platform captures the up-and-
down and side-to-side motion of waves, 
converting it to electricity. It is anchored in 
water about 100 feet deep at a U.S. Navy 
testing facility. The small generator doesn’t 
even produce enough energy to serve a sin-
gle household, but researchers say the data 
collected will be used to plan for a larger 
project in the future. 

“Utilities and power project developers 
won't even consider buying wave power 
technology unless they can see what an in-
dependent third party says it can really do,” 
said Steven Kopf, Northwest Energy Inno-
vations CEO. “So we're consciously running 
this test in all sorts of conditions, even when 
wave conditions are suboptimal for power 
production, just to get a complete picture of 
performance.” 

More: EnergyBiz  

Boehner Pushes to Lift 
Ban on U.S. Oil Exports 

House Speaker John Boehner said he favors 
lifting the ban on U.S. crude oil exports, a 
move that he said would create about a mil-
lion jobs and strengthen the domestic oil 
industry. “If the administration wants to lift 
the ban for Iran,” Boehner said last week, 
“certainly the United States should not be 
the only country left in the world with such 
a ban in place.” 

The ban was imple-
mented after the Arab 
oil embargo of the 
1970s, at a time when 
reduced imports drove 
up gasoline prices and 
even resulted in ration-
ing. But since then, and 
particularly in the last 
10 years, U.S. oil pro-
duction has surged, 
partly because of the adoption of fracking. 

Boehner joined Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-
Alaska), chairwoman of the Senate Energy 
and Natural Resources Committee, who is 
also pushing for lifting the ban. 

More: National Journal 

DOE Expands Renewable  
Assistance to 5 Indian Tribes 

The Department of 
Energy is lending tech-
nical assistance to five 
American Indian tribes 
working on renewable 
energy projects. 

The Blue Lake Ranche-
ria Tribe of Blue Lake, Calif., is getting help 
producing a community microgrid with solar 
generation and battery storage. The Grand 
Portage Band of the Chippewa Indians in 
Minnesota will be getting help to determine 
the best way to transmit energy from a 2.5-
MW wind project to tribal homes and facili-
ties. The Oneida Tribe in Wisconsin is get-
ting technical assistance on a 700-kW solar 
project. The Picuris Pueblo of Peñasco, 
N.M., is getting assistance developing a 1-
MW solar project.  And the Ute Mountain 
Tribe in Towaoc, Colo., will get help investi-
gating the feasibility of community-scale 
solar as well as small-scale and closed-loop 
hydro projects. 

These five tribes now join five Alaska Native 
villages getting federal technical assistance 
on a variety of energy efficiency and renew-
able energy projects. 

More: Indian Country 

Obama Likely to Reject 
Keystone XL in August 

Alberta Energy Minister Marg McCuaig-
Boyd says that the decision on the Keystone 
XL Pipeline is out of the provincial govern-
ment’s hands and that it will not devote any 
more energy lobbying for the controversial 
project. 

“It’s in their hands,” the minister said, refer-
ring to the Obama administration. Her com-
ments came in the wake of published re-
ports that quoted Sen.  John Hoeven (R-
N.D.) saying that President Obama would 
reject the pipeline, probably this month. 

A White House press official said that a de-
cision would come during Obama’s time in 
office but wouldn’t elaborate. The pipeline 
would be a major link in getting Alberta’s oil 
sands to market, but there are competing 
pipelines in the planning stage. McCuaig-
Boyd said Alberta would concentrate on 
those instead. 

“We're going with the ones that are proba-
bly going to have the most success soonest,” 
she said. “Energy East has some promise, 
and so does Kinder Morgan's 
Trans Mountain. Those are the two right 
now to put our energies into.” 

More: CBC News  

Kinder Morgan Hearing Draws  
Hundreds in Massachusetts  

A Federal Ener-
gy Regulatory 
Commission 

hearing on a proposed Kinder Morgan pipe-
line drew hundreds of people last week, 
including nearly 100 who testified. Most 
were critical of the plan for the 412-mile 
pipeline, although some construction union 
representatives said they were in favor of it. 
The scoping session in Greenfield, Mass., 
was held to take public comment and help 
determine which issues FERC should ad-
dress in its Environmental Impact State-
ment. 

The Northeast Energy Direct pipeline would 
deliver Marcellus shale gas from Pennsylva-
nia to markets in the Northeast. Existing 
pipelines serving the region are overbur-
dened, as evidenced by the natural gas 
shortages during winter storms in the last 
two years. 

A joint letter from six Massachusetts legisla-
tors asked FERC to stop the permitting 
work that has been conducted so far and to 
start over. The lawmakers and other oppo-
nents noted that Kinder Morgan only re-
cently released thousands of pages of envi-
ronmental and technical information and 
contended that the current permitting time-
line doesn’t allow enough time to examine it 
all. 

More: MassLive 
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DELAWARE 

Superior Court Directs Suit 
Against Delmarva to PSC 

A class-action challenge to Delmarva Power 
and Light will be heard by the Public Service 
Commission after a Superior Court judge 
ruled that the court doesn’t have jurisdic-
tion. William Whipple III filed the case 
against the state’s largest utility, arguing 
that its Bloom Energy Servers program con-
sumes more natural gas than Delaware’s 
Coastal Zone Act allows. The result, Whip-
ple said, is higher, rather than lower, bills for 
customers. 

But Superior Court President Judge Jan 
Jurden said the issue comes under the 
state’s Qualified Fuel Cell Project tariff, 
which is overseen by the Public Service 
Commission. The Bloom Energy fuel cell 
program is partially subsidized by Delmarva 
customers. 

“Plaintiff's claim for ‘unjust or unreasonable 
rates’ is a challenge to the QFCP tariff, a 
regulatory policy which falls within the 
PSC's exclusive jurisdiction,” she ruled. 

More: Delaware Law Weekly 

ILLINOIS 

New Calculator Helps Residents 
Shop for Cheaper Power 

Residents have a new free calculator at their 
disposal to help them save money in the 
electric market. 

The Citizens Utility Board created the CUB 
Power Deal Calculator to help residents 
learn what they would pay with an alterna-
tive electric supplier compared with their 
regulated utility, Commonwealth Edison or 
Ameren. 

From 2010 to 2013, when ComEd was 
locked into higher-priced contracts, it was 
simpler for consumers to find better deals. 
Now, however, the last of those contracts 
has expired. 

A June report by the Commerce Commis-
sion’s Office of Retail Market Development 
indicated that ComEd is likely the best deal 
in the current market. The ICC report found 
that over the last year, those who got their 
power from ComEd saved $73 million com-
pared with customers who signed up with an 
alternative electric supplier. 

The calculator can be used for individual 
plans or deals negotiated by communities. 

More: Rock River Times 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Gov. Baker Poised to  
Introduce Solar Bill 

Gov. Charlie Baker 
said last week that 
his administration is 
ready to introduce 
legislation that is 
expected to address 
caps on solar power 
net metering, a hot 
issue in the state 
these days. Baker 
and state officials 
offered few details of 
the proposed legisla-
tion, saying only that it would build “upon 
the success and continued growth of Massa-
chusetts’ solar industry while ensuring a 
long-term, sustainable solar program that 
facilitates industry growth, minimizes rate-
payer impact and achieves our goal of 1,600 
MW by 2020.” 

The promise of further legislation comes 
after the Senate approved a bill that raises 
the solar power net metering cap to 1,600 
MW. But the bill was criticized by an indus-
trial users group. Associated Industries of 
Massachusetts said it would provide a subsi-
dy that “could add as much as $600 million 
to the electric bills of Massachusetts con-
sumers, businesses and institutions.” The 
group said the bill benefits only those who 
are able to install solar facilities, at the ex-
pense of those who can’t. 

More: MassLive 

MINNESOTA 

PUC Approves $125 Million 
Upgrade to Crude Pipeline 

The Public Utilities Commission approved a 
$125 million upgrade to a crude oil pipeline 
that serves two refineries in Minneapolis. 
Minnesota Pipe Line asked for approval to 
build six new pump stations and to upgrade 
others along the 305-mile pipeline. The up-
grades will more than double the pipeline’s 
capacity to 350,000 barrels per day. 

Minnesota Pipe Line is co-owned by Flint 
Hills Resources, owner of Rosemount’s Pine 

Bend refinery; Northern Tier Energy, which 
owns the St. Paul Park refinery; and a third 
investor. The pipeline is operated by Koch 
Pipeline — like Flint Hills Resources, a unit 
of Koch Industries. 

More: Star Tribune  

NEW JERSEY 

Small Hole Found, Filled in 
Protective Wall at Hope Creek 

Workers discovered a small hole in a protec-
tive wall at the Hope Creek nuclear plant 
last week, but the reactor — stored in a sep-
arate structure — was not compromised, 
according to PSEG Nuclear. 

The 1-inch hole was noticed by workers 
about 2 p.m. Tuesday and was sealed within 
two hours. The opening was found inside a 
closed auxiliary building and did not open 
into the environment, the utility said. It said 
that the primary containment containing 
the reactor core and major safety systems 
were unaffected, and that operations were 
uninterrupted. 

PSEG Nuclear spokesman Joe Delmar said 
the hole apparently dated to the original 
construction when concrete was formed 
and poured. “There are more than 100 of 
these holes. All of the other holes were filled 
with grout/filler material,” he said. “There is 
no evidence that there was grout/filler in 
this hole. We continue to investigate and 
determine if it may have been filled at one 
time and not refilled.” 

More: The News Journal 

NORTH CAROLINA  

Report: Geothermal Industry 
Growing in State 

A report just 
released by the 
North Carolina 
Sustainable En-

ergy Association shows that geothermal 
energy is a growing industry in the state, 
generating $143 million in revenue in 2014 
and accounting for about 3% of the state’s 
clean energy income. It says that since the 
North Carolina Renewable Energy Invest-
ment Tax Credit was extended to geother-
mal installations in 2009, more than 10,500 
units have been shipped to the state. 

The report also said that because of uncer-
tainty surrounding the survival of the tax 

Continued on page 20 
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credit, geothermal installation growth stag-
nated in 2014. According to a survey con-
ducted by the NCSEA, the tax credit was the 
single most important consideration among 
those who decided to install geothermal 
systems, with 92% of respondents saying it 
was a determining factor. 

“Energy efficiency is the low cost, least risk 
resource and [geothermal heat pumps] are 
the most energy-efficient technology for 
satisfying the thermal loads of homes and 
buildings,” said Robert Rust, territory man-
ager for WaterFurnace International. 

More: North Carolina Sustainable Energy 
Association 

NORTH DAKOTA 

172-MW Wind Project 
Considered Again by PSC 

A wind farm originally proposed by a Cali-
fornia company whose ownership was 
transferred to a North Dakota firm is again 
up for consideration before the Public Ser-
vice Commission. The Antelope Hills Wind 
Project, a $240 million, 172-MW wind facili-
ty, originally received a permit in December. 
Ownership transferred to SUNE North Da-
kota Holdings in April, and the company has 
to reapply for approval. A hearing is set for 
September to consider the project.  

The wind farm would be constructed on 
22,000 acres near Beulah. While the project 
still calls for 85 turbines, the location of 
some of the turbines has changed. 

More: Bismarck Tribune  

OHIO 

Utilities Push Back 
On Net Metering 

FirstEnergy and American Electric Power 
are challenging how much they must pay 
solar owners for excess power and how 
much of it they are required to buy back, 
now that there are nearly 1,600 solar arrays 
operating in the state. 

The Public Utilities Commission is consider-
ing revising its January 2014 ruling limiting 
net metering to 120% of a user’s average 
monthly demand over the previous three 
years. 

The two utilities also have taken their chal-
lenge to the state Supreme Court, but the 

court is waiting to rule until the commission 
reconsiders its position. 

More: The Plain Dealer 

FirstEnergy CEO Wants State 
Power Industry Re-regulated 

FirstEnergy CEO 
Chuck Jones 
would support 

state re-regulation of the electric utility 
industry “in a heartbeat,” he told The  Plain 
Dealer. That’s after FirstEnergy fought seven 
years ago to have the industry deregulated, 
with electricity rates set by wholesale mar-
kets without influence from the state. 

“I think it makes sense. I am trying to save a 
company,” he said. 

In 2008, FirstEnergy was poised to prosper 
from coal-fired plants that provided some of 
the cheapest power in the state. Now, Jones 
said, FirstEnergy may not survive if it can’t 
convince the Public Utilities Commission to 
force ratepayers to cover the full cost of 
electricity from two of its huge coal and 
nuclear plants. 

More: The Plain Dealer 

PENNSYVLANIA 

Talen Reaches Proposed  
Settlement on Coal Ash Spill 

Talen Energy, the company formed by the 
spinoff of PPL’s generation assets, has 
reached a tentative $1.3 million agreement 
with the Department of Environmental Pro-
tection that would cover damage caused by 
a 2005 coal ash spill at the Martins Creek 
Steam Electric Station. In August 2005, part 
of a retaining wall burst at a settling basin at 
the coal-fired plant, releasing about 100 
million gallons of fly ash and water into 
fields and into the Oughoughton Creek and 
the Delaware River. 

The settlement, which still needs to be ap-

proved by DEP after public comment, would 
result in Talen paying $1.3 million to settle 
all natural resource damage claims from the 
spill. PPL, then the owner of the plant, spent 
$37 million on the cleanup, including a $1.5 
million civil settlement. 

The coal units at the plant were retired in 
2007. Talen Energy now operates three oil 
and natural gas units generating 1,700 MW 
at the site. 

More: Lehigh Valley Live; Pennsylvania  
Department of Environmental Protection 

RHODE ISLAND 

First Offshore Wind 
Foundation Laid 

The first 440-ton steel foundation of the 
nation’s first offshore wind farm rising from 
the Atlantic Ocean was lowered from an 
enormous crane in about 100 feet of water 
off Block Island. The project that developer 
Deepwater Wind is building points the way 
toward a clean energy future for the coun-
try, U.S. Interior Secretary Sally Jewell said. 

“A place like Block Island, which could only 
burn dirty diesel fuel, now will have the op-
portunity for clean, renewable energy,” Jew-
ell said as she stood at the bow of a ferry as 
it rocked in the swells off the tiny island. She 
was accompanied to the site of the five-
turbine wind farm, about three miles south-
east of Block Island, by Gov. Gina Raimondo, 
the state’s congressional delegation, and 
other public officials. 

More: Providence Journal 
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VERMONT 

Family Seeking Approval for  
Large-Scale Wind Project 

A local family is gathering data with an eye 
toward developing a seven-turbine wind 
project on a ridge in Swanton. 

The Belisle family is working with Vermont 
Environmental Research Associates to put 
together the plan before applying to the 
state for permission to build. The family has 
said it would like to begin construction by 
the end of 2016. When completed, accord-
ing to Martha Staskus of Vermont Environ-
mental Research, the 20-MW Swanton 
Wind farm would produce enough energy to 
power about 7,800 households. 

In addition to gathering technical infor-
mation for a feasibility study, the Belisle 
family is reaching out to neighbors and oth-
er community members to hear their con-
cerns. 

The project, however, is already facing some 
opposition. “The state has done absolutely 
nothing to recognize that this type of devel-
opment causes tremendous harm to the 

environment and to the health and welfare 
of people living around the mountains,” said 
Annette Smith of the Danby-based group 
Vermonters for a Clean Environment. As a 
result of some complaints, a test tower is 
already being taken down. 

More: Rutland Herald; Associated Press 

Siting Task Force 
Studies Solar Growth 

A panel created by the Legislature to study 
the growth of solar power in the state will 
meet for the first time this week. The Solar 
Siting Task Force was charged with review-
ing the design, location and regulation of 
solar electric generation facilities, and is due 
to report back to lawmakers in January with 
recommendations. 

A new renewable energy law established 
the 10-member panel and set a requirement 
that 55% of the power sold by energy com-
panies come from renewable sources by 
2017 and 75% by 2032. The state has a 
broader goal of getting 90% of its energy 
from renewable sources by 2050. 

The task force is made up of state and utility 
officials, a landscape professional and a 
member of the general public. It is responsi-
ble for addressing concerns raised by some 
municipalities and others about the fast 

growth of solar power projects in the state. 

More: Burlington Free Press  

Study Quantifies 
Solar Energy’s Benefits 

A recent study by 
the Acadia Center 
says the value of 
solar power to the 

grid — and to ratepayers connected to the 
grid — ranges from 19 to 23 cents/kWh, 
with additional societal values of 7 cents/
kWh. 

“Solar generation is a valuable local energy 
resource that provides significant benefits 
to ratepayers," said Ellen Hawes, Acadia’s 
senior analyst for energy systems and car-
bon markets. The study said solar provides 
value to the electric grid by reducing energy 
demand, providing power during peak peri-
ods and avoiding generation and related 
emissions costs incurred by conventional 
power plants. The study suggests the overall 
grid value of solar is the sum total of those 
various benefits. 

In addition to the value that solar provides 
to the grid, Acadia’s study found that it pro-
vides broader societal benefits, including 
environmental gains from reducing green-
house gas emissions and other pollutants. 

Continued from page 20 

Iberdrola Refiles Acquisition Bid for UIL Holdings 

Iberdrola USA has refiled its acquisition plan 
for UIL Holdings with Connecticut regula-
tors, attempting to address objections that 
scuttled the previous plan. 

The plan, filed Friday with the state Public 
Utilities Regulatory Authority, promises 
more ratepayer benefits, increased employ-
ment in Connecticut and protections for the 
state subsidiaries from any financial difficul-
ties encountered by Iberdrola’s other U.S. or 
international operations (15-07-38). 

The lack of “ring-fencing” protection for the 
electric distribution company, United Illumi-
nating, in the original February filing was 
one of the deal-killers that PURA staff cited 
in its draft decision that recommended re-
jection of the deal. (See Iberdrola With-
draws UIL Acquisition; Plans to Refile.) “Ring-
fencing measures will protect the UIL utili-
ties from unforeseen potential future 
events affecting the IUSA affiliates or their 

other affiliates, including utilization of a 
special purpose entity and a ‘Golden Share,’” 
the filing states. The Golden Share would be 
held by an independent director from out-
side the company who would essentially 
hold veto power over any voluntary bank-
ruptcy petitions filed by UIL. 

The proposal also says the utility units will 
be rated by the credit rating agencies and 
will issue their own debt. “As a result, UIL 
and the UIL utilities will be maintained as 
separate entities and be afforded with im-
portant financial and bankruptcy protec-
tions.” 

“With this new application, we believe that 
we’ve effectively addressed all of the points 
of concern that were outlined in PURA’s 
draft decision relating to the original appli-
cation,” James P. Torgerson, UIL’s president 
and CEO, said in a statement. “We are fully 
prepared to move forward in this process.” 

Other proposals to smooth the approval 
include: 

 Customer rate credits of $20 million in 
the first year following the closing, or 
greater amounts spread over longer 
time periods; 

 A new management position drawn 
from the ranks of existing local man-
agement and based in the state, titled 
president of Connecticut operations; 

 Connecticut operations would be head-
quartered in the state for at least seven 
years; 

 No involuntary terminations, except for 
cause or performance, in Connecticut 
for at least three years following clos-
ing of the deal, along with a commit-
ment for 150 new employees; 

 A freeze of electric distribution rates 
until Jan. 1, 2017; and 

 $6 million over three years for the 
state’s clean energy initiatives. 

 Under Connecticut law, regulators 
have 120 days to act on the filing. 

By William Opalka 
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EPA Plan Response: Coal 
Howls, Wind and Solar Crow 

Coal: Rule is Illegal 

“Even in the face of damning analyses and scath-
ing opposition from across the country, EPA’s 
final carbon rule reveals what we’ve said for 
months: This agency is pursuing an illegal plan 
that will drive up electricity costs and put people 
out of work,” said Mike Duncan, president and 
CEO of the American Coalition of Clean Coal 
Electricity. 

Arch Coal, whose shares plunged 90% on bank-
ruptcy fears, echoed the sentiment. 

“The administration seems increasingly desper-
ate to salvage an ill-advised and poorly designed 
rule which won't work, won't pass muster with 
states and won't stand up to legal scrutiny,” said 
Deck Slone, Arch’s senior vice president of strat-
egy and public policy. 

Regulators, RTOs: Cautiously Optimistic on  
Reliability Safety Valve 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Chair-
man Norman Bay, a Democrat, praised EPA’s 
“willingness to consider potential reliability con-
cerns and its efforts to address those concerns 
by adding time and flexibility for compliance, 
adopting a reliability safety valve and requiring 
state plans to be reviewed for reliability.” 

Republican Commissioner Tony Clark also 

praised EPA’s engagement but struck a less opti-

mistic view, warning of “the difficult path that 

now lies ahead.” 

“The regulation makes it likely consumers will be 
required to bear the burden of stranded costs of 
investments forced to retire years before the 
useful life of the asset has expired,” he said. 
“Whatever EPA believes are the environmental 

Continued from page 1 

What Changed in the Final Rule? 
The Environmental Protection Agency made a number of significant changes to the 
final Clean Power Plan based on feedback to the preliminary plan released last year. 
Here is a summary of the most important changes: 

 Source‐specific CO2 emission performance rates: The plan uses two different 
CO2 emission rates to define the “best system of emission reduction” (BSER), one 
for coal-steam and oil-steam plants and a second for natural gas plants. 

 Rate‐ and mass‐based state goals: The plan uses the CO2 performance rates to 
set both rate‐based (CO2 lbs/MWh) and mass‐based goals (total CO2 metric tons) 
for states. The draft rule used only rate-based targets; the mass-based targets 
were added to accommodate states that want to take part in emissions trading. 

 Energy efficiency building block eliminated: The final plan eliminates building 
block 4, relying on demand‐side energy efficiency, reportedly due to concerns it 
might be unenforceable: utilities can’t control their customers’ efficiency. “EPA 
nonetheless anticipates that, due to its low costs and potential in every state, 
demand‐side EE will be a significant component of state plans,” the agency said. 

 Refinements to the three remaining building blocks:  

 Building block 1: Improved efficiency at power plants. EPA originally 

proposed heat rate improvements of 6% for coal and oil generators, 
which industry officials said was unachievable. The final rule anticipates 
improvements of 2.1 to 4.3%, depending upon the region. 

 Building block 2: Shifting generation from higher emitting coal to lower 

emitting natural gas power plants. The final rule assumes natural gas 
plants will run at 75% of net summer capacity. The draft expected natural 
gas units to run at 70% of their nameplate capacity, a metric that many 
commenters said was incorrect because it doesn’t reflect real operating 
conditions. 

 Building block 3: Shifting generation to zero‐emitting renewables. The 

final BSER analysis does not include existing or under‐construction nucle-
ar power or existing utility‐scale renewable energy generation as part of 
building block 3. EPA expects a bigger role for renewables than originally 
proposed “based on up‐to-date information clearly demonstrating the 
lower cost and greater availability of clean generation than was evident at 
proposal. It takes into account recent reductions in the cost of clean ener-
gy technology, as well as projections of continuing cost reductions.” Gen-
eration from under‐construction nuclear facilities and nuclear plant up-
rates can still be incorporated into state plans and count towards compli-
ance. “Nuclear power competes well under a mass‐based plan, as in-
creased nuclear generation can mean that fossil fuel units are operating 
less and emitting fewer tons of CO2,” EPA said. 

 Grid reliability measures: States must show they have considered reliability in 
developing their compliance plans, “such as consultation with appropriate state 
reliability or planning agencies.” To address unexpected reliability concerns, 
states can amend their approved plans or seek temporary relief under a reliabil-
ity safety valve. 

 Trading‐ready mechanisms: In response to concerns that requiring formal, up‐
front agreements between states would deter use of trading as a compliance 
mechanism, the final rule allows states to design rate‐based or mass‐based trad-
ing-ready plans permitting individual power plants to use out‐of‐state reductions 
to achieve required CO2 reductions.  

 Clean Energy Incentive Program: EPA will reward states making investments in 
renewable energy and demand‐side energy efficiency projects implemented in 
low‐income communities during 2020 and 2021 by awarding them emission rate 
credits (ERCs) or allowances. 

 Relaxed initial deadlines: The plan allows states a two‐year extension to submit 
compliance plans. By September 2016, states must submit either a final plan or 
an initial plan with a request for an extension to September 2018. Initial compli-
ance goals will go into effect in 2022, not 2020.  Continued on page 23 

EPA “is pursuing an illegal plan that will drive up electrici-
ty costs and put people out of work,” said the American 

Coalition of Clean Coal Electricity.  
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benefits of this regulation, it cannot be said 
that it will be easy or inexpensive. Such is 
the stuff of unicorns and leprechauns.” 

The National Association of Regulatory Util-
ity Commissioners said it would conduct a 
detailed review to determine how the rules 
will affect states. “Although NARUC has 
taken no position on whether the EPA 
should establish these rules, we have stated 
that if the agency does issue rules, it should 
provide states with maximum flexibility to 
respond,” President Lisa Edgar said. 

MISO said it is conducting a regional and 
state-by-state analysis of the rule. “We will 
work now on modeling the final rule and run 
the analysis to help stakeholders better 
understand compliance options,” the RTO 
said in a statement. 

PJM said it will analyze the reliability safety 
valve EPA offered in response to grid opera-
tors’ concerns. 

Environmental Groups Generally Pleased 

Environmental groups were generally 
pleased, though some expressed disappoint-
ment with the delay in the initial deadlines, 
which were pushed from 2020 to 2022. 

“For too long the United States has failed to 
take action on climate change, held hostage 
by climate deniers in Congress and by indus-
try laggards unwilling to limit pollution that 
threatens the U.S. and global environment,” 
Conservation Law Foundation President 
Bradley Campbell said. “Now we finally have 
a plan that’s right for our environment and 
our economy, encouraging states to work 
together to reduce carbon emissions on a 
national scale.” 

Jordan Stutt, a policy analyst at the Boston-
based Acadia Center, said the experience of 
states participating in the Regional Green-
house Gas Initiative has shown that a mar-
ket-based program can reduce CO2 emis-
sions while driving economic growth and 
innovation. “EPA has recognized this poten-
tial for low-cost emissions reductions and 
has designed the Clean Power Plan in a way 
that supports widespread implementation 
of RGGI-like trading programs.” 

Allison Clements, director of The Sustaina-
ble FERC Project, said the plan “provides 
states with achievable goals to cut carbon 
pollution and builds upon the ample flexibili-
ties provided in the original proposal. The 
final rule’s extra time for initial compliance, 
requirement that states consider reliability 

implications and limited ‘reliability safety 
valve’ put to bed any concerns that the rule 
will cause grid reliability problems.” 

Wind, Solar Celebrate 

Renewable 
energy advo-
cates were 
quick to praise 
the plan, with 
the wind indus-
try saying it 
could provide a 
majority of the 
clean power 
states will 
need. 

“Low-cost wind 
energy re-
duced carbon 
emissions by 
5% in 2014, and we’re capable of doing a lot 
more. We can build a more diverse, reliable, 
cleaner energy mix for America, while creat-
ing jobs and keeping money in consumers’ 
pockets,” said Tom Kiernan, CEO of the 
American Wind Energy Association. 

Not to be outdone, the solar industry said 
that it can provide a 50-state solution. 

“Solar energy is the most sensible compli-
ance option for states under the Clean Pow-
er Plan. Solar works in all 50 states, has zero 
carbon emissions, creates more jobs per 
megawatt than any other technology and 
can be deployed cost-effectively and quickly 
— all while improving grid reliability,” said 
Rhone Resch, CEO of the Solar Energy In-
dustries Association. 

Nuclear Reaction Mixed 

The Nuclear Energy Institute said it was 
pleased that the final rule will count nuclear 
plants under construction and plant uprates 
toward compliance rather than the starting 

point for goal-setting calculations. 

“Based on our preliminary review, the final 
rule appears to require larger carbon reduc-
tions than the proposed rule and places a 
greater emphasis on mass-based compli-
ance approaches. Those two factors alone 
should drive increased recognition of the 
value of existing nuclear power plants,” it 
said. 

The group said it was disappointed, howev-
er, that EPA did not incorporate the “carbon
-abatement value” of existing nuclear power 
plants. 

“EPA notes correctly that ‘existing nuclear 
generation helps make existing CO2 emis-
sions lower than they would otherwise be 
but will not further lower CO2 emissions 
below current levels.’ What the final rule 
fails to recognize is that CO2 emissions will 
be significantly higher if existing nuclear 
power plants shut down prematurely.” 

Natural Gas: Half a Loaf  

Calpine, the country’s largest generator 
using natural gas, called the plan “a worka-
ble and achievable approach to control CO2 
emissions that will benefit generations to 
come.” 

“This flexible, market-based solution will 
reward the companies that invest and have 
invested smartly in cleaner generation,” 
CEO Thad Hill said. 

America’s Natural Gas Alliance took issue 
with changes from the proposed rule that 
mean natural gas will fill less of the void left 
by retiring coal generators. 

Continued from page 22 

Continued on page 24 

“We’re capable of doing a lot 
more,” to help states meet 
Clean Power Plan goals, said 
Tom Kiernan, CEO of the 
American Wind Energy Asso-

ciation.  

Exelon says its Clinton nuclear plant has been 
losing money due to low natural gas prices and 
competition from wind. The Nuclear Energy Insti-
tute expressed mixed feelings about the final EPA 

rule. (Photo source: Exelon) 

Natural gas generators will play a smaller role in 

replacing retiring coal plants under the final rule 

than EPA projected in its draft plan. (Pictured 

above: Buck Combined-Cycle Plant. Source: 

Duke Energy) 
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“The White House is ignoring market reali-
ties and discounting the ability of natural 
gas to achieve the objective of emissions 
reductions more quickly and reliably while 
powering growth and helping consumers,” 
said the group, which represents independ-
ent gas exploration and production compa-
nies. “We believe the White House is per-
petuating the false choice between renewa-
bles and natural gas. We don't have to slow 
the trend toward gas in order to effectively 
and economically use renewables.” 

The Edison Electric Institute said its primary 
concern “remains the overall timing and 
stringency of the near-term reduction tar-
gets.”  

“Until we review the final guidelines in their 
entirety, it is difficult to assess whether they 
address the range of concerns we have 
raised over the past year. Ultimately, it is 
imperative that the final guidelines respect 
how the electric system works and provide 
enough time and flexibility to make the nec-
essary changes to achieve carbon emission 
reductions.” 

Business and Industry Split 

Businesses outside the electric industry 
were split. 

Last week, 365 companies and investors 
sent letters to more than two dozen gover-
nors voicing their support for the plan and 
encouraging the states’ “timely finalization” 
of implementation plans to meet the new 
standards. 

“Our support is firmly grounded in economic 
reality,” wrote the businesses, including 
industry giants such as General Mills, Mars, 
Nestle, Staples, Unilever and VF Corp. 
“Clean energy solutions are cost-effective 
and innovative ways to drive investment 
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In-
creasingly, businesses rely on renewable 
energy and energy efficiency solutions to 
cut costs and improve corporation perfor-
mance.” 

“Having access to clean energy choices, 
whether efficiency or renewable energy, 
helps us manage our energy-related costs 
while also reducing our environmental im-
pact,” said Letitia Webster, senior director 
of global sustainability at VF Corp., a North 
Carolina-based apparel company whose 
brands include The North Face and Timber-
land. 

The American Iron and Steel Institute said, 
however, that the rule will raise electricity 
costs for domestic steel companies and 
threaten the industry’s ability to remain 
competitive with foreign suppliers. 

“The leading steel-producing states in the 

U.S. are heavily dependent on coal for elec-
tricity production. This rule will have a dis-
proportionate impact on coal-fired utilities 
and, in turn, impede economic growth for 
steelmakers,” CEO Thomas J. Gibson said. 

Gibson added that the domestic steel indus-
try competes with steel producers in coun-
tries where energy costs are often subsi-
dized. “Limitations on CO2 emissions insti-
tuted in the U.S. must also apply at the same 
level of stringency to other major steel-
producing nations, such as China. Other-
wise, steel production and manufacturing 
jobs will shift to other nations with higher 
rates of greenhouse gas emissions.” 

Stock Market  

While the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
closed down 91.66 points (a 0.52% drop), 
electric utility stocks generally fared well. 
Nuclear-heavy Exelon was up 1.1%, while 
coal-dependent companies fared slightly 
worse, with Duke Energy gaining 1%, Ameri-
can Electric Power up 0.85%, Southern Co. 
up 0.51% and Entergy up 0.4%. 

Not unexpectedly, major coal companies 
suffered through a tough Monday. Arch 
Coal saw its shares drop from $1.80 to 18 
cents, while Peabody Energy was down 
9.2%. Consol Energy, a coal, oil and natural 
gas company with a mining business focused 
in the Appalachian Basin, dropped 7.6%.  

Continued from page 23 
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Revised Carbon Plan Allows More Time, Sets Higher Targets 

the draft rule. 

EPA said it will permit all low-carbon re-
sources, including renewables, energy effi-
ciency, natural gas, nuclear and carbon cap-
ture and storage to have roles in compli-
ance. 

But the final plan anticipates less switching 
from coal to natural gas and more reliance 
on — and incentives for — renewables. EPA 
projects renewables will account for 28% of 
generating capacity by 2030, up from 22% 
in the proposed rule, an increase of nearly 
one-third. 

EPA said it increased renewables’ role in 
part because of the falling cost of solar and 
wind power and expectations of additional 
reductions in the future. The agency will 
seek to take advantage of those economics 
while offering pollution credits for states 
that add renewables before 2022, with simi-
lar incentives for those that make early en-
ergy efficiency investments in low-income 
communities. 

Trading-Ready State Plans  

In addition to delaying initial compliance by 
two years, EPA said the final rule also grants 
states more flexibility in meeting their tar-
gets, allowing them to develop trading-
ready compliance plans for participating in 

emission credit markets with other states 
without the need for complicated interstate 
agreements. 

State plans are due in September 2016, but 
states that need more time can make a pre-
liminary filing and request extensions of up 
to two years for submitting a final plan. 

Litigation Expected 

EPA also released a federal implementation 
plan that it said can provide a model for 
states while also serving as a “backstop” for 
states that balk at compliance. 

EPA will have to use that backstop if some 
states stand firm in their pledges to refuse 
to comply, as Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, a Republican from coal-
producing Kentucky, has urged. About two 
dozen states have indicated they may chal-
lenge the plan in court. 

EPA, however, says that many states are 
already on the path to compliance, noting 
that all states have demand-side energy 
efficiency programs and all but 13 have re-
newable portfolio standards or goals. Half of 
the states have energy efficiency standards 
or goals. 

“The idea of setting standards and cutting 
carbon pollution is not new. It's not radical,” 
President Obama said at a White House 
ceremony announcing the plan. “What is 
new is that, starting today, Washington is 
starting to catch up with the vison of the 
rest of the country.” 

Reliability ‘Safety Valve’ 

The rule seeks to ensure sufficient genera-
tion resources by requiring states to ad-
dress grid reliability in their plans and in-

cludes a “safety valve” that could buy some 
retiring generators additional time to ad-
dress any reliability concerns. 

EPA noted that — unlike the Mercury and 
Air Toxics (MATS) rule — the Clean Power 
Plan does not impose plant-specific require-
ments, allowing states flexibility to “smooth 
out” their emission reductions over time 
and across sources. 

International Audience 

The Clean Power Plan is the latest of the 
Obama administration’s initiatives — which 
includes the controversial loan guarantees 
for clean energy technologies, a doubling of 
fuel economy standards for cars and light 
trucks, and a separate rule limiting emis-
sions from new power plants — directed at 
climate change. 

By now addressing power plant emissions — 
the largest source of greenhouse gases 
(32% of the U.S. total) — the Clean Power 
Plan will give the Obama administration a 
platform for urging other nations to cut 
their emissions at a United Nations climate 
change conference in Paris in December. 

“I am convinced that no challenge poses a 
greater threat to our future and future gen-
erations than a changing climate,” Obama 
said in a 25-minute speech that was fre-
quently interrupted by applause from sup-
porters. 

Obama also quoted the observation of 
Washington Gov. Jay Inslee: “We're the first 
generation to feel the impact of climate 
change and the last generation that can do 
something about it.” 

“We only get one planet,” Obama continued. 
“There’s no plan B.” 
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EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy (right) listens as President Obama announces the final version of the 

Clean Power Plan. 
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